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To assist in the assessment of the geothermal potential of south-

central Oregon and to aid in the understanding of the tectonic mode

of transition between the Basin and Range province and the Cascade

Mountains province, personnel from the Geophysics Group in the School

of Oceanography at Oregon State University conducted a detailed aero-

magnetic survey extending from 42°OO' to 43°OO'N latitude and 121000T

to 122°45'W longitude.

Spectral analysis of the aeromagnetic anomalies provided source-

depth and depth-to-bottom calculations for south-central Oregon. The

magnetic source-bottom depths were interpreted as Curie-point isotherm

depths. Several regions with elevated Curie-point isotherm depths

were mapped: (1) the Crater Lske area, (2) the Mount McLaughlin -

Kiamath Lake area, and (3) the Sprague River Valley. The elevated

Curie-point isotherm depths within these areas, as shallow as 4 to 6 km
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below sea level in the Mount McLoughlin - Klamath Lake area and 5 to

7 kmbelow sea level in the Crater Lake area and the Sprague River

Valley, imply vertical temperature gradients in excess of 70 °C/km

and heat-flow values greater than 120 mW/rn2 assuming a Curie-point

temperature of 580 °C.

A N40°W anomaly trend, observed on the total field magnetic

intensity map and low-pass filtered anomaly maps, suggests the

emplacement of volcanic intrusions occurred along a previously

umnapped fracture zone associated with Mount Mazama. This prcposed

fracture zone parallels the Mount McLoughlin fracture zone and

exhibits a similar magnetic expression. Fracture zones, that may

include normal faults, were also mapped at the northern and southern

ends of Klamath Lake.

The structural relationship between the Kiamath Graben and the

Cascades Graben remains unclear.

A moving-window technique, that uses Poisson's relation, when

applied to the first vertical derivative of gravity data and mag-

netic intensity data reduced to the pole in the vicinity of Pelican

Butte, yielded magnetization-to-density contrast ratios of - .02 to

.02 cgs. However, the misalignment of gravity and magnetic anom-

alies over Pelican Butte due to an undersampling of the gravity

field casts doubt in these numbers.
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GEOTHERMAL AND STRUCTURAL IMPLICATIONS OF MAGNETIC ANOMALiES
OBSERVED OVER THE SOUTHERN OREGON CASCADE MOUNTAINS

AND ADJOINING BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE

INTRODUCTION

Godwin et al. (1971) designated the High Cascade portion of the

Cascade Mountain Range as an "area valuable prospectively" for geo-

thermal resources. To further assess the geothermal potential of the

southern Oregon High Cascade Mountains, personnel of the Geophysics

Group at the School of Oceanography, Oregon State University,

conducted a detailed aerotnagnetic survey of the area between 42°OO'

and 43°OO'N latitude and 121°OO' and 122°45'W longitude during

August and September of 1980. As Figure 1 shows, Crater Lake and

Mount McLoughlin, two major centers of Holocene silicic volcanism,

are included within the study area. The area of investigation

extends from the Basin and Range province in the east to the Cascade

Mountains in the west and includes the Klatnath Graben and the Kiamath

Falls Known Geothermal Resource Area.

Earlier gravity and magnetics studies by the Geophysics Group

in the central and northern Oregon Cascade Mountains (Pitta, 1979;

Couch, 1979; Braman, 1981; Connard etal., 1981) suggest that the

strato-volcanoes associated with the High Cascade portion of the

Cascade Mountain Range sit in a graben-like structure. The Cascades

Graben appears to extend southward in Oregon to Crater Lake and may

extend through the Kiamath Graben towards the Medicine Lake
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Highlands in northern California. The Kiamath Graben may be struc-

turally continuous with the Cascades Graben or strictly related to

basin and range tectonism.

The objective of this study is the reduction and interpretation

of the aeromagnetic data obtained in south-central Oregon to

(1) provide estimates of the thermal conditions at depth

to further assess the geothermal energy potential

of south-central Oregon, and to

(2) help clarify the structural relationship between the

Cascades Graben and the Klamath Graben.

Two methods of representing aeromagnetic data exist: (1) the

total field magnetic anomaly map or spatial domain representation,

and (2) the frequency domain representation. In the spatial domain,

the magnetic character of intrusive and extrusive volcanic rocks

within the study area is used to delineate near-surface structural

and tectonic elements concealed by non-magnetic overburden. In

addition, the removal of high frequency components observed in the

magnetic anomalies due to topographic effects enhances the longer

wavelength anomalies due to the distribution of major rock units

at greater depths. Hence, the resulting low-pass filtered maps

reveal deeper structural trends in the survey area.

Techniques have been developed to calculate, in the frequency

domain, the average depth of an ensemble of magnetic sources and

the average thickness of those sources (Spector and Grant, 1970;

Shuey et al., 1977). Estimates of Curie-point isotherm depths may
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be made using this depth and thickness information. Because the

Curie point is the temperature at which rocks lose their ferrouiag-

netic properties, Curie-point isotherm depth calculations provide

a link between magnetic anomaly data and thermal models. This

thesis presents estimates of the depths of the Curie-point isotherm

in south-central Oregon.

A third objective of this study is to

(3) determine magnetization-to-density contrast ratios for

rocks in the Pelican Butte area using a moving-window

application of Poisson's relation.

Poisson's relation permits magnetization-to-density contrast ratios

from magnetic intensity and first vertical derivative of gravity

data (Chandler et al., 1981). Magnetization-to-density contrast

ratios could provide constraints in constructing geophysical models

of the upper crust.
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GEOLOGY AND PIIYSIOGRAPHY OF SOUTH-CENTRAL OREGON

The area of investigation, outlined in Figure 1, includes por-

tions of three major physiographic provinces: (1) the Cascade Moun-

tain Range, (2) the Basin and Range province, and (3) the Klamath

Mountains. Figure 2 shows the generalized topography of the study

area that extends from 42°OO to 43°OO'N latitude and l2l°OO to 122°

45'W longitude.

Peck et a].. (1964) divided the Cascade Mountain Range in Oregon

into the Western Cascade Range and the High Cascade Range. The

Western Cascade Mountains, which comprise the wider western slope of

the Cascade Mountain Range, are deeply dissected by numerous streams

which form the upper drainage system for the Umpqua and Rogue Rivers.

The High Cascade Mountains, which comprise the eastern one-third of

the Cascade Range, include several prominent volcanic peaks. Volcanic

peaks within the study area associated with the High Cascade Mountains

include picturesque Mount McLoughlin and ancient Mount Mazaina.

Approximately 6000 years ago, Mount Mazama collapsed and formed a

huge caldera in which Crater Lake presently resides (Williams, 1963).

MeBirney (1978) gave an account of the volcanic evolution of the

Cascade Mountain Range.

The Basin and Range province lies east of and adjacent to the

Cascade Mountain Range. In the Basin and Range province the struc-

tural style is predominantly block faulting, thus creating many ranges

with intervening sediment-filled valleys. One such sediment-filled
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depression is the Kiamath Graben, located northwest of Kiamath Falls,

Oregon, and partly covered by Kiamath Lake, the largest lake in Oregon.

A small portion of the Kiamath Mountains is included within, the

extreme southwest corner of the study areas Mount Ashland south of

Ashland, Oregon, is a prominent peak associated with the Kiamath

Mountains.

The Cascade Mountain Range

Rocks of the Western Cascade Mountains range in age from Oligocene

to late Niocene (NcBirney, 1978). Volcanic rocks of similar age are

found in eastern Oregon, and deposition of both groups may have

occurred in the same large tectonic basin (Maynard, 1974). Naslund

(1977) postulated that the Western Cascades dip east-northeast 10 to

15° beneath the High Cascade Mountains. The exposed rocks that form

the High Cascade Range are younger than the Western Cascade Mountains

and are almost all Quaternary in age (McBirney, 1978). In places

some of the younger flows of the High Cascades have poured onto the

Western Cascades or down the valleys as intracanyon flows (Baldwin,

1980).

Wells (1956) has divided the Western Cascade section into three

units: (1) the Colestin Formation, (2) the Little Butte Series, and

(3) the Heppsie Andesite. The following description of these three

units is from Wells. The Colestin Formation, late Eocene in age, is

composed predominantly of volcaniclastic material with a few inter-

bedded andesite flows. The estimated maximum thickness of the

Colestin Formation is 600 meters (2000 feet)0 The lower-Eocene



Umpqua Formation, which consists of submarine lavas and shales, under-

lies the Colestin Formation and hence the Western Cascade section.

The Roxy Formation, the lower member of the Little Butte Series

that is Oligocene in age, rests unconformably on the Colestin Forma-

tion and consists of approximately 600 meters (2000 feet) of andesite

flows and flow breccias. The upper member of the Little Butte Series,

the Wasson Formation, is early Miocene in age, and comprises approx-

imately 300 meters (1000 feet) of siliceous tuff.

Massive andesite flows of the Heppsie Andesite, late Miocene in

age, overlie the Wasson Formation and dip gently eastward. The

Heppsie Andesite may exceed 450 meters (1500 feet) in thickness.

Estimates of the total thickness of the Western Cascade sequence

range from 1000 to 1500 meters (3000 to 5000 feet) west of the study

area (Wells, 1956) to at least 4500 meters (15,000 feet) in the study

area (Naslund, 1977). Following Western Cascade volcanism the rocks

were uplifted, gently folded, and deeply eroded (Maynard, 1974). Nor-

mal faults which cut the Western Cascade Mountains south of Crater

Lake are probably associated with the folding (Naslund, 1977).

The following outline of the High Cascade stratigraphy summarizes

the description given by Maynard (1974). The High Cascade Mountains,

comprised of three distinct series of flows that are Pliocene to

Pleistocene in age, rest unconformably on the Western Cascade sequence.

Each series of flows was deeply ercded before emplacement of the next

series of flows. The two lower units are predominantly basalt. The

upper unit flows are basalt and andesite, and form the high peaks and



the shield volcanoes along the crest of the Cascades. Lavas from the

High Cascade volcanoes exhibit normal magnetic polarity and thus are

considered younger than 670,000 years B.P. (McBirney, 1978). The

highest peak in the area, Mount McLoughlin (9495 feet), is an ande-

sitic composite cone (Williams, 1962; Maynard, 1974) as was ancient

Mount Mazama (Williams, 19.62). Brown Mountain, southwest of Mount

McLoughlin, is an example of a shield volcano. The alignment of

seven cinder cones with the western fault of the Klamath Graben

suggests that the numerous cinder cones which cover the area may be

fault related (Maynard, 1974). Numerous northwest trending normal

faults cut the High Cascade rocks and are probably associated with

basin and range faulting.

The Basin and Range Province

The Basin and Range province in south-central Oregon consists of

a thick sequence of mid- to late-Tertiary and Quaternary basaltic

flows and sediments greater than 3000 meters (10,000 feet) thick

(Peterson and McIntyre, 1970). Imposed upon these sediments and flows

are numerous north to northwest trending fault blocks and basins.

Hamilton and Myers (1967) and Smith (1977) suggested that the block

faulting was produced by regional extension which resulted in either

horst and graben structures or tilted fault blocks. Stewart (1971)

suggested that the horst and graben model may be more applicable to

the Basin and Range province.

Scholz et al. (1971) have suggested that the compressive stress

regime which existed during the subduction of the Farallon plate under
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the North American plate was released with the subduction of the East

Pacific Rise approximately 19 million years B.P. (Smith, l977) After

15 million years B.?. basaltic and rhyolitic volcanism and accompany-

ing east-west extension predominated and migrated outward toward

Basin and Range boundaries (Scholz etal., 1971). in the study area,

the predominant pattern of normal faults was initiated during the

Pliocene Age (Peterson and McIntyre, 1970). The formation of present-

day basin and range topography began in early Pleistocene time,

contemporaneous. with volcanism in the High Cascades. Peterson and

McIntyre (1970) suggested that the Kiamath Graben structure was super-

imposed upon a pre-existing broad anticlIne. Peterson and Mcintyre

(1970) also suggested that the Yamsay Mountain - Sycan Marsh - Sprague

River area lies within a broad, synclinal basin.

The following outline of the basin and range stratigraphy sum-

marizes the description given by Peterson and McIntyre (1970). The

mid- to late-Pliocene rocks of the Yonna Formation (Neweomb, 1958),

found in outcrops in the Kiamath Graben and the Sprague River Valley,

are considered the oldest rocks exposed in the Basin and Range prov-

ince of the study area. The Yonna Formation consists of an upper

and lower basaltic lava sequence with a medial zone of waterlaid

volcaniclastics, shales, and diatomites. Thicknesses of 250 meters

(800 feet) near the town of Sprague River, and 450 meters (1500 feet)

southeast of Klamath Falls are found for the Yonna Formation. Under-

lying the Yonna Formation are Pliocene basalt flows which are exposed

east of the study area and reach thicknesses of up to 200 meters (600
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feet). Miocene to Pliocene rhyolitic and dacitic tuffs and thin

basalt and andesite flows which are at least 3500 meters (11,000 feet)

thick underlie these basalts at the Humble Thomas Creek number one

well east of the study area. Thin basalt and andesite flows overlie

the Yonna Formation over most of the area east of Kiamath Lake. These

flows increase in thickness southeast of Klamath Falls. Numerous

volcanic centers occur in the area, and range in. composition from

rhyolite to basalt. Yamsay Mountain is a predominantly andesitic

eruptive center.

Most of the rocks in the basin and range portion of the study

area appear to be older than the faulting which produced the present

topography. Younger rocks include Mazama and Newberry Crater pumice

and ash which reach thicknesses of 20 meters (65 feet) in the study

area. Alluvium covers many of the low-lying areas, and basin fill in

the Klamath Graben may reach a maximum thickness of 1600 meters

(5300 feet) northwest of Kiamath Lake (Véen, 1981).

The Kiamath Mountains

Approximately 7.6 kilometers (25,000 feet) of Paleozoic eugeosyn-

dma! volcanic rocks and deep water marine sediments, overlain by

about 18 kilometers (60,000 feet) of Mesozoic miogeosynclinal shallow

water sediments, comprise the stratigraphy of the Kiamath Mountains

(Naslund, .1977). During the Jurassic Period and extending into the

early Tertiary Period these rocks underwent several episodes of

intense metamorphism and deformation, and were intruded by numerous

dioritic and granodioritic batholiths and stocks. Tectonic activity
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since the later part of the Cenozoic Era has been limited to general

uplift and erosion (McBirney, 1978).

Wise (1963) suggested that the structural trends in the Blue

Mountains of eastern Oregon may be an extension of the northeasterly

striking structural trends within the Klainath Mountains of southwest

Oregon, and hence, a complex similar to the Klamath Mountains may

underlie the northwestern portion of the study area.
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TOTAL FIELD MAGNETIC ANOMALY MAP

During August and September of 1980, personnel from the Geo-

physics Group at Oregon State University conducted an aerolnagnetic

survey in the area between 42°OO' and 43°OO'N latitude and 121000?

and l22°45'W longitude. The survey was flown at a barometric altitude

of 2.74 kilometers (9000 feet) above sea level (ASL). A flight ele-

vation of 2.74 kilometers ASL was chosen to allow the entire area to

be covered at one observational level with a minimum terrain clear-

ance. Mount McLoughlin (9495 feet) extends above 2.74 kilometers ASL

but did not interrupt the flight line pattern. Figure 3 shows the

location of approximately 13,000 kilometers (8200 miles) of flight

lines flown over the study area. East-west lines were flown at i.6l

kilometer (one statute mile) spacing while north-south tie lines were

flown at 8.05 kilometer (five statute mile) spacing. The entire

survey yielded over 100,000 magnetic samples spaced at intervals of

approximately 150 meters (500 feet) along flight lines. A radar

transponder navigation system provided horizontal positions for each

data point that are accurate to ± 15 meters (see Appendix B).

Figure 4 shows the total field aeromagnetic anomaly map, prepared

from the data collected over the south-central Oregon study area and

contoured at 100 nanotesla (gamma) intervals. Removal of the

regional geomagnetic field (IGRF 75), updated to September, 1980 and

modified to allow anomalies in this study area to match anomalies

from surveys adjacent to the northern and southern boundaries, yielded
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the magnetic anomalies. In addition, the operation of a base station,

located in Klainath Falls, Oregon, permitted the removal of diurnal

magnetic variations from the data. The precise navigation combined

with careful monitoring of diurnal changes of the geomagnetic field

produced very small crossing errors. The RNS uncertainty of individ-

ual magnetic anomaly values is 3.8 nanoteslas. Appendix B contains

a more detailed description of the data collection and computer

processing.

Magnetic anomalies represent differences in the intensity of the

Earth's total magnetic field from a regional field. These differences

are caused by magnetization of upper crustal rocks. In basaltic to

andesitic igneous rocks, characteristic of the south-central Oregon

study area, the degree of magnetization is largely a function of the

thermoremnant magnetism present (Dobrin, 1976). Thermoremnant mag-

netism results from the permanent alignment of magnetic dipoles with

the Earth's magnetic field at the time the rock cools below its Curie

temperature (approximately 580 °C). Rocks formed during a geomagnetic

field reversal are reversely polarized relative to the present geomag-

netic field direction, and hence, tend to oppose the present geomag-

netic field and express negative anomalies. Conversely, normally

polarized rocks tend to enhance the present geomagnetic field and

express positive anomalies.

A high correlation exists between the magnetic anomalies of

Figure 4 and the topography of Figure 2. Most evident in Figure 4 is

the north-south trend of high-magnitude, short-wavelength anomalies
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that are located in the western portion of the study area and associ-

ated with eruptive centers of the High Cascade Mountains. The erup-

tive centers of the High Cascade Mountains appear to be predominantly

normally polarized, and hence are mostly younger than the age of the

last geomagnetic field reversal, or 670,000 years (McBirney, 1978).

Low-amplitude, long-wavelength anomalies characteristic of deep sedi-

ment-filled structural depressions are found within the Kiamath Graben

complex, the Sprague River Valley, and Langell Valley. Several

northwest-southeast trending anomalies associated with ranges in the

Basin and Range province are also evident: Swan Lake Rim, Bly Mount-

ain, Hogback Mountain, Stukal Mountain, and Bryant Mountain. Anomal-

ies associated with the Western Cascade Mountains on the extreme

western portion of the magnetic anomaly map appear lower in amplitude

and longer in wavelength because of greater ground clearance of the

aircraft. Table 1 lists the location numbers shown on Figure 5 and

contains a more complete description of the correlation between major

topographic features and magnetic anomalies.

Several magnetic anomalies within the south-central Oregon study

area cannot be correlated with topographic features, and therefore

imply buried magnetic bodies. For example, the largest negative

anomaly in the study area, located just east of Crater Lake, does not

appear to be associated with any topographic feature. This same neg-

ative anomaly was observed by Blank (1968) in a small survey flown

over the Crater Lake area. Blank suggested that a structural depres-

sion, or possibly intrusions of reversely polarized rock, may explain
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Index Location Elevation Anomaly - nT

no. in feet

1 3 ml. ENE of Crater Lake "'6000 <-900 largest negative in area - not
associated with topo feature

2 Crater Lake/Mt. tlazama "8000 > 500 center of lake
> 800 south flank
> 600 north rim
<-600 southwest flank
<-900 ENE flank

3 Mt. Scott 8926 > 500

4 Peak 1.5 ml. west of Huckleberry 5640 > 700
Gaurd Station

5 Union Peak 7698 > 1900 largest in study area

6 Red Blanket Mountain 6352 > 1100

7 Between Goose Egg and Goose Nest "'6500 > 800

8 3 ml. SE of Jerry Mountain "'6000 <-800 not associated with topo feature

9 Maude Mountain 7183 > 300

10 Kiamath Point 7281 No magnetic expression

11 Peak 1.5 mile SW of Klamath Point "'7000 <-600

12 Lake Alta - Grass Lake "'6800 <-700

Table 1. Correlation of magnetic anomalies and topographic features.
I-.

A



Index Location
no.

Elevation Anomaly - nT
in feet

13 2 ml. SW of Devils Peak (7582') "p6500 > 800

14 Lather Mountain 6917 <-500

15 1.5 ml. south of Rustler Butte 6208 > 700

16 1 ml. NW of Blue Rock 6588 > 1000

17 Pelican Butte 8036 > 1100

18 3 mi. east of Badger Lake "'5000 <-800 Not associated with topo feature

19 Mt. HcLoughlin 9495 > 1500

20 3 ml. east of Mt. McLoughlin "6000 > 1100 1 ml. west of Rye Spur (6434')

21 Spence Mountain 5841 <-600

22 Mountain Lakes Wilderness "8000 <-400 to >300 Small magnetic expression

23 Old Baldy 6400 > 600

24 Summnit Rock Peak 6600 > 1000

25 Parker Mountain 5210 <-300

26 Mt. Ashland 7533 No magnetic expression

27 Hamaker Mountain 6596 > 900

Table 1 (cont.). Correlation of magnetic anomalies and topographic features.



Index Location Elevation Anomaly - nT

no. in feet

28 Bryant Mountain ''6400 little magnetic expression

29 Stukel Mountain 6525 > 600

30 Northern end of Bryant Mountain 4800 <-600

31 1 ml. SE of Round Lake 'i4400 <-500 1 ml. NE of peak (5452)

32 Yonna Valley, Langell Valley 'b4200 <-700 generally negative in region

33 Hopper Hill 5141 <-500

34 Swan Lake Valley '4200 > 600

35 2 nil, north of Yalnax Butte (7226') 'u5200 > 500

36 Bly Mountain 5864 > 600

37 Edgewood Mountain 6694 1300, <-300 NW, <-400 SW

38 Eagle Point "4500 <-600

39 Modoc Point 6551 > 600

40 Ta Whee Plateau "'5800 <-500

41 Chiloquin Ridge "'6000 <-800

42 Sprague River Valley "4400 > 500 west end of valley

Table 1 (cont.). Correlation of magnetic anomalies and topographic features.
I-.



Index Location Elevation Anomaly - nT
no. in feet

43 4 mi. south of Riverbed Butte "5000 > 500

44 Spodue Mountain 6421 No magnetic correlation

45 Calimus Butte 6622 <-500
Fuego Mountain 6931 <-800

46 Riverbed Butte 6175 <-700

47 Soloman Butte 5763 <-400

48 5 ml. NW of Soloman Butte 5l00 > 700

49 Yamsey Mountain 8196 > 900 broad maximum centered 2 mi. SE
of topo high

50 Kiamath Marsh "4570 <-300

Table 1 (cont.). Correlation of magnetic anomalies and topographic features.

I'.)
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the negative anomaly. Two positive anomalies, southwest of Klamath

Falls and southeast of Keno - neither associated with topographic

features correspond with basaltic eruptive centers mapped by Peter-

son and McIntyre (1970). A heretofore unmapped buried eruptive center

may also be the source of a positive anomaly associated with Swan

Lake Valley. The two positive anomalies southwest of Klamath Falls,

the positive anomaly associated with Hogback Mountain, and the posi-

tive anomaly over Swan Lake Valley form a magnetic high (line A_A?,

Figure 5) that trends northeasterly on strike with the Klamath River,

suggesting a possible fracture zone. Weak points along a fracture

zone may facilitate the upward movement of molten material and the

emplacement of intrusive magnetic bodies. A fracture zone oriented

N40°E on strike with the Klamath River has also been suggested by

Sammel and Peterson (1976) and Veen (1981). The fracture zone assoc-

iated with the southern end of Klamath Lake also transects the broad

east-southeast trending magnetic low associated with the Kiamath

Graben, Poe Valley, Yonna Valley, and Langell Valley. Using LANDSAT

images Lawrence (personal communication) suggested that the Klamath

Graben changes trend to approximately S60°E at the southern end of

Klamath Lake, which the magnetic data appear to support.

Lawrence (1976) also described the Mount McLoughlin fracture

zone as a proniinant N50° to 55°W trending fracture zone related to

the stress patterns associated with the Basin and Range province

which extends up to and across the High Cascade Mountains. The

Mount McLoughlin fracture zone (line B_B?, Figure 5) is difficult
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to discern on the anomaly map; however, the northwest trend of the

positive magnetic anomalies associated with Maim, the area south-

west of Stukal Mountain, the area southeast of Keno, the area north-

west of Keno, Summit Rock Peak, Old Baldy Mountain, Brown Mountain,

Mount McLoughlin, Bieberstedt Butte, and Beekman Ridge may result

from igneous intrusive and extrusive material along the Mount

McLoughlin zone of weakness.

A positive N40°E trending magnetic high associated with Mule

Hill, Mud Spring Mountain, and a topographic high southeast of

Grizzly Mountain (line C-C', Figure 5) may imply that the N40°E

trending fracture zone at the south end of Kiamath Lake (line A-A',

Figure 5) may continue further southwest and that a 20 kilometer

right-lateral offset exists at the Mount McLoughlin fracture zone.

A large positive anomaly located at the western end of Sprague

River Valley can be associated with a Pliocene maar (a crater formed

by violent explosion not accompanied by igneous extrusion) mapped by

Peterson and McIntyre (1970). This positive anomaly is but one in a

series of positive anomalies which form a northwest trend similar to

and paralleling the Mount McLoughlin fracture zone (line D-D', Figure

5). None of the positive anomalies that form this trend can be direc-

tly associated with topographic features, and thus suggest a series

of igneous intrusions along a weakened fracture zone similar to the

Mount McLoughlin fracture zone. Basaltic eruptive centers mapped by

Peterson and McIntyre (1970) along this proposed fracture zone such

as Soloman Butte, Appiegate Butte, Little Applegate Butte, Crawford
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Butte, and Calimus Butte show no magnetic anomalies or reversed

magnetic anomalies.

Anomalies associated with Mount McLoughlin, the area east of

Mount McLoughlin, the area east of Badger Lake, and Pelican Butte

form a northeasterly trend (line E-E', Figure 5) which parallels the

positive trend at the southern end of Klainath Lake (line A-A', Figure

5). This trend may be associated with a normal fault zone suggested

by Veen (1981) based on gravity data which separates Agency Marsh

and Klamath Lake. Veen concluded that the basement rock underlying

Agency Marsh is down-dropped 800 meters (2600 feet) from the basement

rock underlying K.lamath Lake. The fact that magnetic anomalies

associated with Agency Marsh are more attenuated than magnetic anom-

alies associated with Kiamath Lake suggests that a thicker sediment

pile exists beneath Agency Marsh, and hence, supports the gravity

interpretation. The negative magnetic anomalies found within the

Kiamath Graben suggest that flows of reversely polarized material may

form the basement rock.

The series of positive anomalies south and west of Yamsay Moun-

tain in the northeast corner of the study area do not correlate well

with either topography or local geology but may be related to volcan-

ism associated with Yamsay Mountain.

Several prominent peaks within the study area produced only weak

magnetic anomalies. Mount Ashland (7533 feet) located in the Kiamath

Mountains in the southwest corner of the study area exhibited no mag-

netic expression. In fact, the entire Klamath Mountain province
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within the study area showed little magnetic expression and conse-

quently implies low magnetization of the rocks. The Mountain Lakes

Wilderness area west of Kianiath Lake includes several peaks with

elevations greater than 7000 feet yet exhibits little magnetic

expression. Other peaks which show no or weak magnetic expression

include: Klaivath Point, Spodue Mountain, Chase Mountain, Crater

Peak, and Sycan Butte.
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LOW-PASS FILTERED MAPS

Magnetic anomalies associated with topography and shallow sources

generally contain shorter wavelengths than anomalies associated with

deep sources. Hence, deep structural trends are enhanced when the

shorter wavelength anomalies are suppressed by low-pass filter tech-

niques (Spector, 1968).

Figures 6 and 7 show the south-central Oregon magnetic anomalies

(Figure 4) where wavelengths shorter than 15 kilometers and 35 kilo-

meters, respectively, have been removed. The frequency spectrum of

the entire data set (Figure 9) indicates that the anomalies due to

topography and shallow sources have wavelengths shorter than five to

ten kilometers. However, the correlation between the magnetic anom-

alies in Figure 4 with topography persists when wavelengths shorter

than 15 kilometers are attenuated (Figure 6). This suggests that

deeper sources are present beneath the topographic features. The

northwest and northeast trends indentif led on the unfiltered magnetic

anomaly map and discussed in the previous section are also evident

in Figure 6.

In Figure 7 (where wavelengths shorter than 35 kilometers have

been removed) most of the correlation between magnetic anomalies and

topography has disappeared. The northwest trends associated with the

Mount McLoughlin zone and a postulated fracture zone associated with

Mount Mazama, identified on the unfiltered magnetic anomaly map and

15 kilometer low-pass filtered map, are still discernable. However,
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the northeast trends associated with fracture zones at the northern

and southern ends of Kiamath Lake have disappeared. This suggests

that the fracture zones at the northern and southern ends of Kiamath

Lake may be relatively shallow features compared to the Mount

NcLoughlin and Mount Mazama fracture zones.

A broad N20°W trending negative trough occupies the region

between the Mount McLaughlin fracture zone and the proposed northwest

trending fracture zone through Mount Nazama (Crater Lake) and may be

associated with the Klamath Graben complex. The most negative por-

tion of this broad low is centered over the Mountain Lakes Wilderness

area and consequently could explain why the Mountain Lakes Wilderness

area has little magnetic expression. It is unclear whether the broad

low associated with the Klamath Graben changes trend to east-southeast

at the lower end of Kiamath Lake and connects with the broad low

associated with the Poe, Yonna, and Langell Valleys (Lawrence, per-

sonal conununication) or simply continues on into northern California.

Future work with aeromagnetic data collected over northern California

could help clarify the structural trends at the southern boundary of

this study area.

In figure 7 (where wavelengths shorter than 35 km have been

removed) several east-northeast trends in the northeastern portion of

the study area are evident. It appears that the distribution of mag-

netic material at depth in the northeastern region of the study area

is primarily controlled not by N20° to 30°E and N30° to 40°W trending

structures associated with basin and range faulting (Donath, 1962)
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but by structures associated with the Western Cascades or the Klamath

Mountains crystalline belt. The Western Cascades and the Kiamath

Mountains crystalline belt underlie rocks associated with the Basin

and Range province in the northeastern portion of the study area.

Furtherniore, a positive trend oriented east-west, that transects

the Cascade Mountain Range south of Crater Lake does not help support

the notion that a graben-like structure, evident in the northern and

central Oregon High Cascades (Pitts, 1979; Couch, 1979; Branian, 1981;

Connard et al., 1981), extends continuously into south-central

Oregon.
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MAGNETIC SOURCE-DEPTH DETERMINATIONS
USING SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Gudmundsson (1967), Spector (1968), Naidu (1969), Spector and

Grant (1970), Mishra and Naidu (1974), Bhattacharyya and Leu (1975),

and Shuey et al. (1977) have discussed spectral analysis of aeromag-

netic maps and given derivations of useful relationships used in

source-depth and Curie-point isotherm depth determinations. This

study follows the work of Spector and Grant (1970) where the earth's

crust is assumed to consist of a number of independent ensembles of

rectangular, vertical-sided prisms.

The energy spectrum of an aeromagnetic map represented by f(x,y)

is given in polar wavenumber coordinates by the expression

*
E(r,8) = F(r,O).F (r,O) (1)

where F(r,O) is the Fourier transform of f(x,y); r = (u2 + v2)1"2

for spatial frequencies u and v in radians/km in the x and y direc-

tions, respectively; 0 = tan 1u/v; and * indicates the complex

conjugate. Spector and Grant (1970) derived the energy spectrum of

anomalies caused by an ensemble of vertical-sided prisms with vertical

magnetization located in a vertical geomagnetic field (see Appendix C).

This equation, averaged over 0, is given as

= 42.M2.<e2><(l - e_tr)2>.<S2(r)> (2)

where <> indicates the expected value
N = average magnetic moment/unit depth
h depth to the top of a prism
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t = thickness of a prism
S = factor for the horizontal size of a prism averaged over 0.

The assumptions behind equation (2) include

1) the anomaly field f(x,y) is the realization of a real, sta-

tionary, random process,

2) the magnetization is zero except in discrete, uniformly mag-

netized bodies randomly located,

3) the parameters of the prisms (e.g. length, width, thickness,

body center location, depth of burial, and magnetization) vary

independently of one another with uniform probability

distributions, and

4) the magnetization direction is approximately parallel to the

geomagnetic field direction (within ± 200).

Naidu (1970) suggests that for surveys which encompass more than

one geologic province, such as this survey, assumption (1) may be

violated. Shuey et al. (1977) also question the validity of assump-

tion (2) for areas where anomalies tend to be clustered or aligned

into lineaments, such as the High Cascade Range portion of this study

area. Assumption (3) may be too simplistic to represent the true

geologic picture and even allows for prisms to overlap. The notion

of overlapping prisms appears at first unrealistic, but Spector and

Grant (1974) cite many examples in nature where gradation zones from

one magnetic region to another exist. Such gradation zones might best

be modelled by overlapping prisms. Assumption (4) appears to be a

valid assumption for this study area since anomalies appear "normal".

Assuming that the distribution of prism depths h falls into the
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range .75 h < h < 1.25 h, where h is the mean ensemble depth, Spector

and Grant (1970) show that <e2h1r> for r < 1/h and have found

from experience that it is the dominating influence on spectrum shapes.

Hence, a plot of the logarithm of the energy spectrum representing

multiple ensembles of prisms versus r should yield straight lines

whose slopes are directly proportional to the average source depth of

each ensemble.

However, as demonstrated in Appendix C, the true decay of the

energy spectrum is also governed by other factors. A large source-

depth variation 2h causes the energy spectrum to decay less rapidly,

hence source depths are underestimated. Also, the shape factor S2(r)

can affect the decay rate of the energy spectrum. Source-depth

determinations from spectral analysis, then, represent only "ball-

park" estimates of the true source depths.

To apply this spectral analysis technique to the south-central

Oregon aeromagnetic data, the anomaly map shown in Figure 4 was

digitized to form a uniformly-spaced 512 x 512 point grid (Appendix B).

Figure 8 shows the boundaries of the 512 x 512 grid. Data from the

central Oregon Cascades survey (Connard, 1979) and the northern Cali-

fornia Cascades survey (Huppunen, personal communication) were also

included. After gridding, the data were detrended, tapered to zero at

the boundaries, transformed to the frequency domain by a fast Fourier

transformation, and rotated-to-the-pole. Finally, a radially averaged

energy spectrum, or spectral plot, normalized with respect to the zero

frequency estimate E(0) was produced. Figure 9 shows this spectral

plot.
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Figure 9. Radially averaged spectrum of the south-central
Oregon aeromagnetic data.
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Figures 10 through 18 show computed spectral plots representing

nine overlapping 256 x 256 subgrids extracted from the main grid.

Each subgrid covers one-fourth of the total grid and were overlapped

to increase resolution while retaining the capacity to discern deeper

sources than would be possible with smaller grids. The lines fit to

the spectra were chosen to minimize the standard deviation of the

slope. Source depths corresponding to each line slope are given in

kilometers beneath the flight level of 2.74 km. Uncertainties associ-

ated with each source depth are a measure of how well the straight

line segments fit the spectral estimates (points) and not a measure

of the accuracy of the source depths themselves. The indicated mean

terrain clearances were estimated from the 1:250,000 U.S.G.S. topo-

graphic maps of the area. A minimum terrain clearance of zero indi-

cates that the topography actually extended above the flight elevation.

Table 2 summarizes the source-depth information obtained from the

512 x 512 main grid and the nine 256 x 256 subgrids. Spectral esti-

mates corresponding to wavelengths shorter than the flight-line

spacing, or frequencies greater than about .6 cycles/km. probably

suffer from aliasing effects. Hence, shallow source depths calculated

at the high frequency end of the spectra have little meaning and

were not included in Table 2.

All the spectra show shallow source depths within .2 km of the

estimated mean terrain clearance level except the southeast subgrid.

The southeast subgrid underestimates the average source depth corre-

sponding to topography by .5 km. The extensive block-faulting in
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Grid Location Mean Terrain
Clearance of
Survey in km
(estimated)

Mean Elevation
of Terrain
in km ASI

(estimated) Deep

Source Depths
km from Sea-Level
(-below, +above)

Intermediate Shallow

Total (512 grid) -5.l±.7
4l°5P-43°09' N lat. 1.2 1.5 +0.32±.04 +l.55±,(J3
l2l000l22045 W long. -0.4±.3

NW (256 grid) +0.48+.04
42°30' -43°09' N lat. 1.2 1.5 .- +1 .52± .02

l2l053_1220451 W long. +0.3 ±3

North (256 grid)
42°30'-43°09 N lat. 1.1 1.6 +0.54±.03 +l.59±.01
l2l0261_1220191 W long.

NE (256 grid) +0.68±.07 +l.4h.07
42°30'-43°09' N lat. 1.2 1.5 -
121°0O'-121°53' W long. +0.0 ±.l +1.56±.04

West (256 grid)
42°10-42°50' N lat. 1.3 1.4 --- +O.65±.1J5 +l.5Ot.03
12l°53-122°45' W long.

Center (256 grid) +0.42±.05
42°l0'-42°50 N lat. 1.1 1.6 - +l.5l±.03
121°26'-122°19' 14 long. '-0.1 ±.5

East (256 grid)
42°10'-4250' N lat. 1.2 1.5 +O.25.O6 +l.29.09
l2l00O_12l053 W long.

SW (256 grid)
4l051_420301 N lat. 1.3 1.4 -1.3±1.6 +0.4l±.06 +1.5l+.03
l21°53'-122°45' W long.

South (256 grid)
41°5l'-4230' N lat. 1.2 1.5 -0.4± .2 +0.39±.05 1-l.57±.03

l2P26'-122°19' W long.

SE (256 grid)
4l05l_4203O N lat. 1.3 1.4 - +O.6O-.O3 +1.88+.02
1210004 _12l053 W long.

Table 2. Source depths from spectral analysis of aeromagnetic anomalies.
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the southeast corner of the study area creates a large source-depth

variation 2h which may account for the shallower than expected source

depth.

All spectra indicate average source depths at .3 to .7 km ASL

(above sea level). This magnetic source layer apparently extends

north of the study area (Connard, 1979) and may terminate at the

Eugene-Denio fracture zone.

Spectral plots representing the northeast and central sub-regions

showed source depths at sea-level. The sea-level source depth for the

northeast sub-region may be related to a broad synclinal basin

described by Peterson and McIntyre (1976) that underlies the Yamsay

Mountain - Sycan Marsh area. Sources near sea level in the central

sub-region may be related to the down-dropped block of the Kiamath

Graben. In a geophysical cross-section through the Kiamath Graben,

Veen (1981) determined that the magnetic basement underlying the

graben is at sea level.

A puzzling feature of the spectral plots shown in Figures 10

through 18 is the apparent absence of deep source bodies. Only the

southwest and south subgrids showed source depths deeper than sea

level. The size of the subgrids used in generating the spectral plots

(73 km x 73 kin) should allow sources at least as deep as 12 km to be

discerned. It is possible that the absence of these deeper sources

is an artifact of the spectral analysis technique, but the detection

of deeper sources by Boler (1978) in eastern Oregon and Connard (1979)

in the central Oregon Cascades using the same technique suggests an
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alternative explanation. Connard (1979) proposed that in areas of

extensive volcanism igneous sills, dikes, and plutons may be so

numerous that weakly magnetic layers are no longer detectable.

Wasilweski et al. (1979) also point out that viscous magnetization

is enhanced and the remnant component in rocks is diminished with

increasing depth and temperature; hence, deeply buried non-magnetic

layers may acquire viscous magnetization. In this way, deeply buried

magnetic layers may become indistinct from the non-magnetic layers.

This effect is probably enhanced in regions with high geothermal

gradients such as this area. The deep source depths beneath the

southwest and south sub-regions are probably related to intrusive

bodies of the Kiamath Mountains.



CURIE-POINT ISOThERM DEPTH DETERMINATIONS
FROM SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

A magnetic source body may be depth-limited in two ways. First,

the magnetic source bottom may represent a lithologic boundary

between magnetic and non-magnetic material. Source bodies depth-

limited in this manner include sills intruded into sedimentary layers

and volcanic flows overlying non-magnetic volcaniclastic material.

Second, the magnetic source bottom may represent the depth at

which rocks lose their ferromagnetic properties due to high tempera-

tures. Such a depth is referred to as the Curie-point isotherm

depth. A steep vertical temperature gradient is implied in areas

which exhibit geothermal surface manifestations such as recent

volcanism, high heat flow, and hot springs, and the magnetic source

bottom depth is often interpreted as the Curie-point isotherm depth.

The Curie-point isotherm depth interpretation is applied in

this study. In addition to geothermal surface manifestations visible

throughout the area, the geologic history of the area warrants the

Curie-point isotherm depth interpretation. The Western Cascade

series, comprised of flows of basalt and andesite with interbedded

volcaniclastic material, underlies most of the area. As Boler

(1978) pointed out, and as the spectral plots shown in Figures 9

through 18 indicate, the resolution of each individual magnetic

layer by spectral analysis is more difficult at increasingly greater

depths. Instead, at deeper depths several layers of basalt and/or
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andesite interbedded with volcaniclastic material may appear as a

single magnetic unit, with a magnetization intermediate between

that of the flows and that of the sediments. Volcanic intrusions

may also enhance the ability of these individual layers to act as a

single unit. The computed source bottoms for such units would

then correspond to the Curie-point depth rather than the bottom

of individual flows. Final justification of the Curie-point

isotherm depth interpretation applied to this study area relies on

the calculated Curie-point depths themselves, discussed below,

which yielded reasonable heat-flow values for the area.

Several techniques have been proposed to determine source

bottom depths to locate the Curie-point isotherm depth. Vacquier

and Affleck (1941) and Bhattacharyya and Morley (1965) matched the

anomaly of a vertical-sided prism and, in the case of Bhattacharyya

and Morley, its first derivative with an observed anomaly.

Shuey et al. (1977) also attempted to determine depth to the

source bottoms by analysis of individual anomalies but concluded

that the task was impossible with their data set. Assuming a

bottomless prism, they obtained a fit not significantly worse than

the best fit obtainable with any prism model. Shuey et al. (1977)

also pointed out the difficulty in finding isolated anomalies.

Byerly and Stolt (1977) compared the frequency spectrum of

individual anomalies from an aeroinagnetic survey of the state of

Arizona with the frequency spectrum of a vertical prism or cylinder.

3y varying parameters of the prism, they were able to find a best
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fit between the two spectra. Once again, the success of this tech-

nique depends upon finding anomalies which are isolated enough from

neighboring anomalies so that contamination of the frequency spec-

trum of the observed anomaly by surrounding anomalies is minimized.

To find variations in the Curie-point isotherm depth within the

Yellowstone Park area, Bhattacharyya and Leu (1975) used a combi-

nation of individual anomaly analysis and operations on the Fourier

transform of anomalies within 31 km x 31 km blocks to find the mean

centroid of the bodies within each block. With this knowledge and

mean depth-to-source top values, they were able to compute mean

bottom depth values for each block.

The south-central Oregon study follows the technique of spec-

tral analysis employed by Spector (1968), Spector and Grant (1970),

Smith et al. (1974), Boler (1978), Connard (1979), and Connard et

al. (1981) to determine the Curie-point isotherm depth (see Appendix

C). Namely, the effect of the <(1 - etr)2> factor in equation 2

on the energy spectrum is examined.

If the source bottom is being resolved, the <(1 e_tr)2> factor

in combination with the <e21> factor introduces a spectral peak

into the energy spectrum (Spector, 1968; Spector and Grant, 1970).

For .75 t < t < 1.25 t, .75 h < h < 1.25 h, and r < mm (lit, 1/h),

-tr 2 -2hr -tr 2 -2hr
<(1 - e ) >.<e > (1 - e ) e . The location of the spec-

-tr2 -2hr
tral peak can be found by maximizing (1 - e ) e with respect

to frequency r:
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r

f = = logi
max

2rr 2ir(d-h) e\h

where f is given in cycles/km. Solving for d
max

1 - exp(-2irtf )max

Unfortunately, knowledge of the spectral peak location Emax i

insufficient to determine the mean Curie-point isotherm depth ci.

The average Curie-point isotherm depth also depends on the mean

source thickness t, adding further uncertainty in calculating d.

For a particular f , the thinner the source body becomes, the
max

shallower the Curie-point isotherm depth becomes. Following Shuey

et al. (1977) and Connard (1979), this study will constrain the

minimum source thickness of the source bodies to 5 km, thereby

setting a minimum calculated Curie-point isotherm depth. Deeply

buried source bodies less than 5 km in thickness would require an

unreasonably large value of magnetization to be discerned. The

maximum source thickness was inferred from the deepest source depth

discernable in each subgrid, thereby setting an upper limit on the

calculated Curie-point isotherm depths.

Because the low frequency end of the energy spectrum contains

most of the information about the source bottoms, it is quite import-

ant in Curie-point isotherm depth calculations that a clear estimate

of the shape of the spectral peak be provided (Shuey et al., 1977).

A large area provides more spectral estimates in the lower
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frequencies, and thus is desired. In fact, as a rule of thumb,

Shuey et al. (1977) have suggested that the shortest dimension of

the area be 2irD, where D is the maximum source-bottom depth to be

resolved. However, the larger the area, the more regional the Curie-

point isotherm depth calculation becomes. On the otherhand, to

increase the ability to resolve undulations that may occur in the

Curie-point isotherm depth, smaller "windows" are desired. In this

study "window" sizes of 146 km x 146 km, 73 kin x 73 km, and 36 km

x 36 km were used.

The shape factor <?(r)> may also affect the location of the

spectral peak. Shuey et al. (1977) have shown that for a body with

horizontal dimensions comparable to the "window" size, the spectral

maximum is displaced to zero frequency. Because a regional anomaly

gradient would be indistinguishable from such a body, anomalies need

to be detrended before computing the energy spectrum (Connard, 1979).

In such "detrended" spectral plots, then, the fundamental frequency

estimate E(l) will always contain more power than the zero frequency

estimate E(0). Hence, in the spectral plots analyzed in this study,

spectral peaks consisting of one point that occurred at the funda-

mental frequency indicated that the Curie-point isotherm depth was

not being resolved.

The north, northeast, west, and southwest 73 km x 73 km (256 x

256) subgrids (Figures 11, 12, 13, 16) exhibit such "one-point"

spectral peaks which imply the true spectral peak lies at a frequency

less than .014 cycles/km. Close inspection of the north and north-
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east subgrid spectral plots indicate that the true spectral peaks

may be shifted towards slightly higher frequencies. Figure 19 shows

the shallowest allowable Curie-point isotherm depths corresponding

to spectral peaks occurring at frequencies less than .017 and .014

cycles/km as 12 km BFL and 14 km BFL (below flight level), respec-

tively, assuming a minimum source body thickness of 5 km.

The spectrum of the main grid (Figure 9) and the spectra of

the northwest, central, east, south, and southeast 256 x 256 subgrids

(Figures 10, 14, 15, 17, 18) exhibit spectral peaks at frequencies

greater than the fundamental frequency estimate E(l). The main

grid exhibited a spectral peak between .015 and .018 cycles/km.

Figure 20 shows the range of allowable Curie-point isotherm depths

assuming a minimum source thickness of 5 km and was found to be

between 12 km and 15 km BFL. These Curie-point depth values are

also dependent on the deepest depth-to-source top discernable in

the spectral plot or 7.8 ± .7 km. The southeast, central, and

northwest subgrids exhibit spectral peaks between .021 and .035

cycles/km. Figure 21 shows the range of allowable Curie-point

isotherm depths assuming a minimum source thickness of 5 km for the

southeast, central, and northwest subgrids. The spectral plots of

the southeast, central, and northwest subgrids indicated the

possibility of extremely shallow Curie-point isotherm depths (5 km

BSL) and thus the southeast, central, and northwest regions warranted

further study using a smaller "window".

The spectral plot of the south subgrid indicates a spectral
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peak between .020 and .028 cycles/km. Figure 22 shows the corre-

sponding allowable average Curie-point isotherm depth to fall

between 9 km and 16 km BFL (below flight level) for the south region

and between 9 km and 18 km BFL for the east region.

The spectral plot of the east subgrid shows considerable "noise"

at the low frequencies possibly due to violations of the assumptions

assumed above and indicates a spectral peak of the order .042 cycles/

km. Such a peak location yields unrealistic regional Curie-point

depth values. The dashed line in Figure 15 is probably more

indicative of the true shape of the spectrum and indicates a spectral

peak below .028 cycles/km.

Several of the 256 x 256 subgrids indicated the possibility of

Curie-point depths shallow enough to be discerned by a smaller

subgrid or "window". Hence, a 128 x 128 (36 km x 36 km) "window"

was centered at various points throughout the main grid and associ-

ated spectral plots were produced. The minimum distance between

the center points of two adjacent windows was 32 grid space units,

or 1/4 the dimension of the window. A total of eighty-seven 128 x

128 spectral plots were produced and analyzed. In using this

"moving-window" technique, several regions of shallow Curie-point

isotherm depths were mapped. These areas were: (1) the Crater

Lake area, (2) the Mount McLoughlin - Klamath Lake area, (3) the

Sprague River Valley, and (4) the Secret Spring Mountain area on

the Oregon-California border.

Twenty-one spectral plots representing 128 x 128 subgrids were
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used to outline the shallow Curie-point isotherm depth in the Crater

Lake area. Eleven of these twenty-one spectral plots resolved the

magnetic source bottoms, and exhibited spectral peaks between .028

and .042 cycles/km. Nine of the eleven spectral plots exhibiting

spectral peaks indicated no discernable source depths deeper than

2.9 ± .5 km BFL. The remaining two of the eleven spectral plots

exhibiting spectral peaks, representing subgrids centered near

Crater Lake, indicated no discernable source depths deeper than 1.6

km BFL. Figure 23 shows a typical spectral plot from a 128 x 128

subgrid centered within the Crater Lake area. Figure 24 shows the

corresponding range of the calculated Curie-point isotherm depths

to be 8 to 10 km BFL.

Thirty-two spectral plots representing 128 x 128 subgrids were

used to outline the shallow Curie-point isotherm depths in the Mount

McLoughlin - Klamath Lake area northwest of Kiamath Falls, Oregon.

Eleven of these thirty-two spectral plots resolved the magnetic

source bottom, and exhibited spectral peaks between .035 and .049

cycles/km. Nine of the eleven spectral plots exhibiting spectral

peaks indicated no discernable source depths deeper than 2.1 ± .1

km BFL. The remaining two of the eleven spectral plots exhibiting

spectral peaks, representing subgrids centered near the southern

boundary of the Mountain Lakes Wilderness area, indicated source

depths of 2.5 km BFL. Figure 25 shows a typical spectral plot from

a 128 x 128 subgrid centered within the Mount McLoughlin - Kiamath

Lake area. Figure 26 shows the corresponding range of Curie-point
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isotherm depths to be 7 to 9 km BFL (below flight level).

Twenty-six spectral plots representing 128 x 128 subgrids were

used to outline the shallow Curie-point isotherm depths underlying

the Sprague River Valley. Twelve of these twenty-six spectral

plots resolved the magnetic source bottom, and exhibited spectral

peaks between .028 and .042 cycles/km. Source-depth determinations

involving these twelve spectral plots which exhibited spectral

peaks varied greatly over the valley. The mean source depth of the

twelve spectral plots was 3.0 ± .6 km BFL. Figure 27 shows a typical

spectral plot from a 128 x 128 subgrid centered over the eastern

end of the Sprague River Valley. Figure 24 shows the corresponding

range of Curie-point isotherm depths to be 8 to 10 kin BFL.

Additional 128 x 128 subgrids were centered at various points

throughout the main 512 x 512 grid. All but one of the spectral

plots from these additional subgrids did not exhibit spectral peaks.

This indicates that the Curie-point isotherm depth beneath these

areas was deeper than the depth a 128 x 128 subgrid could adequately

resolve, or about 9 kin BFL (see Figure 19). The single additional

subgrid, whose spectral plot exhibited a spectral peak, was centered

over Secret Spring Mountain in northern California. The Secret

Spring Mountain plot indicated a Curie-point isotherm depth of 7.3

to 8.0 km BFL.

Table 3 summarizes the Curie-point isotherm depths estimated

from the frequency of the spectral peaks of the main grid, the nine

256 x 256 subgrids, and the 128 x 128 subgrids described above.
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Grid Locstion Total (512 grid) SE (256 grid) South (256 grid) East (256 grid) Center (256 grid) NW (256 grid)4l05l_43O9 N let. 4l°51-42"30' N let. 415l-42°30 N lat. 42°l0'-42°50' N let. 42°lO-42°50' N lat. 4230'-4309' N let.121 00 12? 45 Wiong 121 00 121 53 14 long 121 26 1?? 19 W long 121 00 171 53 Wlonq 121 26 122 19 W long 121 53 122 45 W long

Grid size 146 kw x 14o km 73 km x 73 km 73 km x 73 km 73 km x 73 km 73 km x 73 kin 73 km x 73 kin

Mean terrain
elevation ASk 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.5

Frequency of
the spectral .015- .021 .021-.035 .020-028 .020-.028 .021-.035 .021-035
peak

ma>

MINIMUM CURIE-DEPTHS (5 km thick sources)

Cur ie-del'th
kin BFL 12 8 9 9 8 8

kmtlSL 9 5 6 6 5 5

300 C TcSdO C 300 C T580 C 300 C Tc580 C 300 C Tc 580 C TC300 C IS8O C Tc 300 C T_c60 I'

Vertical temp
gradient 29 55 47 91 40 77 40 77 45 88 46 89
°C/ km

Surface heat
flow* mW/m2 54 105 89 172 76 147 76 147 86 167 78 152

MAXIMUM CURIE-DEPTH (depth to source top controlled)

Depth BFL
to source top 7.8 s .1 2.14 ± .03 3.1 ± .2 2.5 ± .1 2.6 ± .5 2.4 ± .3

Curie-depth
km 8FL 15 19 16 18 17 17

km FiSt 12 16 13 15 14 14

Tc 300 C Tc 580 C Tc 300 C TC 580 C TC 300 C Tc 580 C Tc 300 C TC 580 C [(100 C Tc580 C Tc 100 C TC 580 C

Vertical temp
gradient 22 43 17 33 21 40 18 35 19 37 19 37
C/km

Surface ho4t
flOW* mW/or 42 82 33 63 39 76 35 67 37 71 33 64

* Heat flow values based on conductivitnes of 1 7 inn
1 and 1 9 Nm C for the Cascade Mountiins and the Fasin and Rnjc province respectively

Table 3 Curie point isotherm depths from spectnnl mdlv is 01 iononnqnctic mnonnalies and corresponding suifauc heat flow and geothernal gradients



Grid location N and NE (256 grids) SW and W (256 grids) Crater Lake 1\rea Sprague River valley Mount McLoughlin- Secret Spring Mnt.
4230-43°09 N lat. 41051_42050 N lat. (11 128 grids) (12 128 grids) Klamath Lake area 41056_42005 N lat.
l?1°00-122l9 W 1ong.l21°53-l2245 W long. (11 128 grids) 12200-122l3' N long.

Grid size 73 km x 73 km 13 km x 73 km 36 km x 36 km 36 km x 36 km 36 km x 36 km 36 km x 36 km

Mean terrain
elevation /SL 1.6 1.4 1.8 1.4 1.8 1.5

Frequency of
the spectral .017 .014 .028-.042 .028- .042 .035- .040 .035-.049
peakmax

-________________________

MINIMUM CURIE-DEPTHS (5 km thick sources)

Curie-depth
km BFL >12 >14 7.9 8.0 7.0 7.3

kin BSL >9 >11 5.2 5.3 4.3 4.6

Tc300C TCSRO°C Tc300°C
Tc580°c Tc=300C T1=58OC

Tc300°c Tc580C T030oc Tc580°C T0=3ooC T580°C

Vertical temp
gradient <28 <55 <24 <47 43 83 45 87 49 95 49 95
°C/km

Surface heat
flow* nIW/rn2 <54 <104 <41 <80 73 141 85 164 84 162 84 162

MAXIMUM CURIE-DEPTH (depth to source top controlled)

Depth (ks) 31'
to source top 2.9 ± .5 3.0 ± .6 2.1 ± .1 2.27 ± .06

Curie-death
km OIL -- 9.8 9.6 8.5 8.0

km LISt 7.1 6.9 5.8 5.3

300 C 1C 580 C Tc-300 C rSI)O C 300 C TC 580 C TC300 C TC 580 C TC=300 C T( 580 F Tc300F ISSO C
Vertical temp
gradient - 34 65 36 70 39 76 44 85
CC/km

Surface beat
flow* niW/ni2

. 57 111 69 133 67 130 75 145

* Heat flow valuec based on conductivitirs of 1 7 We C and 1 9 Nil I
I

foi the )iscidr lountains and the Basin and Range province respectively

Table 3 (cont. ). Curie-point isotherm depths from spectral analysis of aeroniagnetic anomalies, and corresponding surface heattlow and geothermal gradients.
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The corresponding geothermal gradients are shown assuming possible

Curie-point temperatures of 300 °C and 580 °C. Average heat-flow

values are calculated assuming a conductivity of 1.7 Wmb0Cl and

1.9 Wm1°C1 for basement rock in the Cascade Mountains and the

Basin and Range provinces, respectively (Blackwell etal., 1978).

Blackweii et al. (1978) summarized the heat-flow measurements

for the state of Oregon. This paragraph discusses the results of

their work. The average heat flow for the south-central Oregon

study area is given as 100 to 120 mW/rn2, although actual heat-flow

measurements are confined to the Klamath Falls area and the Western

Cascade Range. Thirty-three heat-flow determinations in the Klamath

Falls geothermal area (42°0O' to 42°18'N latitude and 121°30' to

l22°OO'W longitude) yielded an average heat flow of 116 mW/m2, with

values ranging from 13 to 716 mW/rn2. Such extreme variations in

heat flow over such short distances indicate hydrologic effects

control the heat-flow pattern near Kiamath Falls. Heat-flow

measurements made in the northern Oregon Cascade Range at the bound-

ary between the older Western Cascades and the younger High Cascades

indicated an average heat flow of 105 mW/rn2. Reliable heat-flow

data does not exist for the central and eastern portions of the High

Cascade Range province. Heat-flow neasurenients made at the extreme

western boundary of this study area were considerably lower,

suggesting a steep heat-flow gradient exists over the Western

Cascade Mountains.

The Curie-point temperature of niagnetite (Fe304), or 580 °C, is
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usually a standard assumption in Curie-point depth analysis (Bhatta-

charyya and Leu, 1975; Shuey etal., 1977). However, because of low

temperature oxidation of titanoinagnetite Curie-point temperatures

as low as 300 °C may be found in the earth's crust (Haggerty, 1978).

Table 3 shows geothermal gradients and heat-flow values assuming

Curie-point temperatures of 300 °C and 580 °C.

-l-1
Stacey (1977) gave a thermal conductivity of 2.5 Wm C for

igneous rocks, but in-situ measurements of thermal conductivities

for rocks characteristic of the High Cascade Range and the Basin

and Range provinces of Oregon by Blackwell et al. (1978) suggest

lower values. Blackwell etal. found average thermal conductivities

of 1.7 Wmb0Cl for rocks from the western High Cascade Range and

1.9 Wni°C for basement rock of the Basin and Range province.

Heat-flow values listed in Table 3 were based on these thermal

conductivity values.

If heat-flow measurements given by Blackwell et al. are correct,

the calculated heat-flow values of Table 3 indicate a Curie-point

temperature closer to 580 °C for south-central Oregon. Connard

(.1979) also found 580 °C to be a more reasonable estimate of the

Curie-point temperature in studying anomalies in the central

Oregon Cascade Range.
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SUMMARY PND DISCUSSION OF REGIONAL STRUCTURE AI'1D
CURIE-POINT ISOTHERM DEPTHS OF SOUTH-CENTRAL OREGON

Figure 28 summarizes the regional structural interpretation of

south-central Oregon based on the analysis of the total field magnetic

anomaly map, the low-pass filtered anomaly maps, and source-depth

determinations from spectral analysis. The Mount McLoughlin fracture

zone (labeled MM) after Lawrence (1976) and a postulated N50°W

striking fracture zone associated with Mount Mazama (labeled CL)

correlate well with trends observed in the unfiltered and low-pass

filtered anomaly maps. Magnetic anomaly trends possibly associated

with fractures or faults along the northern and southern ends of

Kiamath Lake (labeled NKL and SKL, respectively) are also indicated.

The survey marks indicate the center points of each of the nine

subgrids. The deepest discernable depth-to-source top values

obtained for each subgrid are shown adjacent to the survey marks.

The fracture zone associated with the southern end of Kiamath

Lake (SKL) exhibits a 20 kilometer right-lateral offset at the

Mount McLoughlin fracture zone consistent with strike-slip motion

proposed by Lawrence (1976). The conjugate pattern of fracturing

observed within the study area is characteristic of the Basin and

Range province and appears to extend up to and across the High

Cascade Mountains.

From the analysis of gravity data in the vicinity of the proposed

fracture zone at the northern end of Kiamath Lake (NKL), Veen (1981)
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concludes that the basement rock underlying Agency Marsh is down-

dropped 800 meters from the basement rock underlying Kianiath Lake.

The fact that magnetic anomalies associated with Agency Marsh are

more attenuated than magnetic anomalies associated with Kiamath

Lake suggests that a thicker sediment pile exists beneath Agency

Marsh, and hence, supports her gravity interpretation.

The negative magnetic anomalies, found within the Kiamath

Graben, suggest that flows of reversely polarized material may form

the basement rock. The western extent of the broad N20°W trending

negative anomaly associated with the Kiamath Craben complex in the

low-pass filtered anomaly map of Figure 7 (where wavelengths

shorter than 35 km have been removed) indicates that the graben

structure may extend beneath the Mountain Lakes Wilderness area.

Figure 29 shows the Curie-point isotherm depths summarized in

Table 3 superimposed on the topography. Corresponding calculatt2d

heat-flow values based on a Curie-point temperature of 580 °C and

conductivities of 1.7 and 1.9 Wm°C1 for the Cascade Mountains

and the Basin and Range province, respectively, are also shown.

Survey markers in Figure 29 locate the centers of 73 km x 73 km

(256 x 256) and 36 km x 36 km (128 x 128) subgrids used in the

analysis of anomalies in the study area. Thermal springs listed

by Bowen and Peterson (1970) and located within the study area

are indicated by open triangles.

Analysis of several 36 km x 36 km sub-areas within the Crater

Lake area, the Mount NcLoughiin - Klamath Lake area, and the
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Sprague River Valley indicates extremely shallow Curie-point

isotherm depths.

The Crater Lake area (Figure 29) is bounded on the west by the

Rogue River, on the east by the eastern margin of the Kiamath Marsh

area, and terminates in the south just south of Crater Lake. The

elevated Curie-point isotherm depths of 5 to 7 km BSL (below sea

level) beneath the Crater Lake area appear to be an extension of a

zone of elevated Curie-point isotherm depths mapped beneath the High

Cascade Range north of this study area by Connard etal. (l98l).

Connard et al. proposed a 6 to 9 lou BSL Curie-point isotherm depth

for this zone that may extend to the Three Sisters area in central

Oregon.

Elevated Curie-point isotherm depths (4 to 6 km BSL) beneath

the Mount McLoughlin - Kiamath Lake area are bounded on the west by

the Western Cascade Mountains and on the east by the east escarpment

of the Klamath Graben. The Mount McLoughlin - Kiamath Lake area

includes scenic Mount McLoughlin, Pelican Butte, Brown Mountain,

the Mountain Lakes Wilderness area, Aspen Lake, Long Lake Valley,

Klainath Lake, and Agency Lake. Holocene lava flows near Brown

Mountain and a geothermal spring on Eagle Point, where an occa-

sional faint odor of hydrogen-sulfide (H2S) may be detected (Peter-

son and Groh, 1967), are also expressions of the geothermal poten-

tial of the Mount McLoughlin - Klainath Lake area. Newcomb arid

Hart (1958), Peterson and Groh (1967), and Peterson and McIntyre

(1970) have suggested that the heat source for the Klarnath Fails
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geothermal area lies northwest of Kiamath Falls. The close proxim-

ity of the Mount McLoughlin - Kiamath Lake region of elevated Curie-

point isotherm depths northwest of the Klamath Falls geothermal area

suggests the following: deep meteoric water originating from the

Cascade Mountains slowly percolates southeast through porous Terti-

ary basalts and volcanic sediments of the Western Cascades series

underlying the Klamath Lake basin. The deep water becomes heated,

and finally surfaces via fault-related conduits in the Klamath Falls

region. A similar convective model has been proposed by Seminal

and Peterson (1976).

Calculations suggest a region with Curie-point isotherm depths

comparable to the Mount McLoughlin - Klainath Lake area extends north

of Secret Spring Mountain in northern California and possibly into

southern Oregon.

The shallow Curie-point isotherm depths underlying the Crater

Lake, the Mount McLoughlin - Kiamath Lake, and the Secret Spring

Mountain areas represent a zone of elevated Curie-point isotherm

depths beneath the southern Oregon High Cascade Range and an exten-

sion of a similar zone discussed by Connard et al. (1981) beneath

the central Oregon High Cascades. The fact that this zone does not

appear continuous seems to support the notion of discrete magi'a

chambers under the southern Oregon High Cascades. However, since

the Curie-point isotherm depths in the Crater Lake, the Mount

McLoughlin - Klamath Lake, and the Secret Spring Mountain areas are

comparable to the resolution depth of the subgrids used in the
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analysis, a slowly undulating Curie-point isotherm surface may also

give the appearance of a discontinuous zone.

The analysis of magnetic anomalies over the Sprague River

Valley located northeast of Klainath Falls indicated a shallow

Curie-point isotherm depth of 5 to 7 km BSL (below sea level). In

addition, the deepest discernable source depths under the valley

appear 1.2 km deeper than adjacent source depths south of the valley,

indicating a normal fault may parallel the southern portion of the

valley. This fault may facilitate the vertical movement of ground

water. In fact, Bowen and Peterson (1970) reported several geother-

mal wells in the southern portion of the Sprague River Valley with

water temperatures 5 to 20 °F above normal.

Elevated isotherms are often reported under basins in the

Basin and Range province (Blackwell et al., 1978). Thick sedi-

mentary deposits of low thermal conductivity within the basin block

the region's normal vertical heat flow producing a steep vertical

temperature gradient. A similar process occurring in the Sprague

River Valley could explain the shallow Curie-point isotherm depths

detected.

Bowen and Peterson (1970) also reported numerous geothermal

wells and hot springs in the Langell Valley located in the south-

eastern corner of the study area, in the Olene Gap area southeast

of Kiamath Falls, and in the Kiamath Hills south of Klamath Falls.

Spectral plots representing 36 km x 36 km (128 x 128) subgrids

centered over these areas did not show spectral peaks. This implies
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Curie-point isotherm depths are greater than 6 km BSL in those areas.

Spectral analysis of magnetic anomalies observed north of the

Sprague River Valley, in the Yamsay Mountain area, indicated that

Curie-point isotherm depths are greater than 9 km BSL. The deeper

Curie-point isotherm depths for the northeast corner of this study

area appear consistent with results obtained in the central Cascades

north of this study area by Connard et al. (1981). The spectral

plot of the north 73 km x 73 km (256 x 256) subgrid did not exhibit

a spectral peak, although shallow Curie-point isotherm depths under-

lying the Crater Lake area and portions of the Mount McLoughlin -

Klamath Lake and Sprague River Valley areas were included. This

may imply a deep source body within the northern region that causes

the spectral peak to be lower than the fundamental frequency. For

this reason, deeper source bodies (and hence deeper Curie-point

isotherm depths) possibly underlie the Soloman Butte - Little

Applegate Butte area southeast of Crater Lake.

Spectral analysis of magnetic anomalies observed over the

Western Cascade Mountains, represented by the west and southwest

subgrids, indicates Curie-point depths greater than 11 km BSL.

Such a deep Curie-point depth for the Western Cascades appears

consistent with low heat-flow values reported by Blackwell et al.

(1978).

Analysis of magnetic anomalies observed over the southern,

southeastern, and northwestern portions of the study area indicated

minimum Curie-point isotherm depths of 6 km BSL and maximum Curie-



point isotherm depths of the order of 13 to 16 km BSL. The maxi-

mum Curie-point depth estimates stated for these regions yield

unreasonably low heat-flow values and are probably artifacts of the

analysis technique. Other calculated heat-flow values based on the

estimated Curie-point isotherm depths shown in Figure 29 and the

calculated average heat flow for the entire study area (82 to 105

mW/rn2) agree well with heat-flow values given by Blackwell et al.

(1978).

Verification of the Curie-point isotherm map shown in Figure

29 through heat-flow observation alone would be a formidable task.

Consistent, reliable heat-flow data is difficult to obtain in the

Basin and Range and the High Cascade provinces. Rocks in the Basin

and Range province are relatively permeable and faults are abundant,

allowing both regional ground water systems and hydrothermal convec-

tion systems to disrupt the conductive heat-flow process (Blackwell

et al., 1978). In addition, lower heat-flow values are often

recorded in the basins as opposed to the ranges due to: (1) a

lower thermal conductivity of overlying sediments in the basin which

in effect "traps" the heat causing higher geothermal gradients but

lower heat flow, and (2) a high accumulation rate of sediments in

the basin. Higher heat-flow values are often measured in the

ranges as opposed to the basins due to: (1) a higher thermal

conductivity of the basaltic ranges, and (2) rapid erosion of the

ranges. At present, technological constraints prevent the gathering

of consistent, reliable heat-flow data in the High Cascade province.
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In contrast to heat-flow measurements, resistivity methods may offer

a more desireable means of verifying the Curie-point isotherm

depth results presented in this study.



MOVING-WINDOW APPLICATION OF POISSON'S RELATION
APPLIED TO THE PELICAN BUTTE AREA

Following Grant and West (1965, p. 213), the magnetic field

intensity (P) at an observation point P due to a source body that

fills a volume V and which has a continuously distributed magneti-

zation contrast M(Q) is given by

- I 1dVT(P) = Vj (&J(Q).V) rQ
V

(1)

Furthermore, if the source body has a continuously distributed den-

sity contrast p(Q), the gravitational field g(P) observed at the

observation point P is

r

dV (2)g(P) -j
r1,

V

where is the gravitational constant and V is the del operator.

By assuming the magnetization of the source body to be constant

in both direction (denoted c) and magnitude (denoted M) and that

the density of the source body is constant throughout V, the above

expressions reduce to

d 1
T(P) = MV dV

d J rpQ
V

and

(3)
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-

g(P) y p V I dV (4)
J r},Q

Substitution of equation 4 into equation 3 yields a relation first

noted by Poisson:

d-T(P) = ____ g(P) (5)
'y

Lp da

Poisson's relation is best applied to gridded gravity and mag-

netic field data in the following form (Chandler et al., 1981)

T =T0+--- M
(6)

z.. y Ep dz3
13

where T is the total field magnetic intensity anomaly reduced to
ij the pole at the grid point (i,j),

is the first vertical derivative of gravity at the grid
point (i,j),

is the magnetization-to-density contrast ratio of the
p source body, and

T0 is approximately constant and accounts for anomaly base-
level changes caused by long-wavelength anomaly
components.

In theory, a linear relation exists between the first vertical

derivative of gravity and magnetic intensity data reduced to the pole.

In addition, the constant of proportionality is directly related to

the magnetization-to-density contrast ratio of the source body.
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Accurate magnetization-to-density contrast ratio estimates from the

simultaneous inversion of gravity and magnetic data could provide

initial constraints in constructing geophysical models of the upper

crust.

Equation 6 was used to compute magnetization-to-density contrast

ratios for the area extending from 42°26' to 42°36'N latitude and

122°03' to 122°16'W longitude and centered over Pelican Butte north-

west of Klatnath Lake. Residual gravity data reported by Veen (1981),

reduced at a density of 2.43 g/cm3 and with wavelengths longer than

90 km removed, and magnetic intensity data collected within the Peli-

can Butte area were digitized at common geographic points to form

a 64 x 64 point grid. The first vertical derivative of the gridded

gravity data was computed and upward continued to the level at which

the magnetic anomaly data was obtained (9000 feet), and the rotation-

to-the-pole operation was applied to the gridded magnetic intensity

data (see Appendix C). Thus, the first vertical derivative of the

gravity data and the magnetic intensity data reduced to the pole were

represented at each geographic point in the 64 x 64 grid.

A 3 x 3 grid point window was then moved through the 64 x 64

grid in increments of the grid spacing (see POISSON - Appendix D).

A 3 x 3 grid point window allowed a statistical study of the correla-

tion between the nine pairs of the first derivative of gravity data

and magnetic intensity data reduced to the pole within each window

location. At each window location three parameters - slope, correla-

tion coefficient, and intercept - were calculated from the nine pairs



of gravity and magnetic anomaly data by using a least-squares linear

regression, and then assigned to the center point of the window.

The slope parameter, after correction for y and conversion to cgs

units, provides a magnetization-to-density contrast ratio for anomaly

values within a window position. The correlation coefficient

expresses the quality of the linear fit between the nine pairs of

data. The traversing of the 64 x 64 data set by the 3 x 3 window

produced three grids: magnetization-to-density contrast grid,

correlation grid, and intercept grid. These grids were subsequently

contoured.

Figure 30 shows anomaly and regression coefficient maps of the

Pelican Butte area. Magnetization-to-density contrast ratio values

(Figure 30f) range from -.21 to .13 cgs. However, the majority of

the Pelican Butte area, including Pelican Butte, have magnetization-

to-density contrast ratios between -.02 and .02 cgs. These values

compare well with values obtained by Chandler et al. (1981) from

gravity and magnetic anomalies in western Michigan.

As Figure 30e shows, the worst correlation between the first

vertical derivative of the gravity data and the magnetic data reduced

to the pole occurs over Pelican Butte and in the southwest portion

of the map. A probable explanation for the poor correlation over

Pelican Butte is the misalignment of the gravity and magnetic anomal-

ies in the area. This misalignment of anomalies is probably caused

by a misrepresentation of the gravity anomaly field due to a scarcity

of gravity measurements near Pelican Butte. Similarly, a prominent
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Figure 30. Anomaly and regression coefficient maps of the Pelican

Butte region associated with a moving-window application of Pois-
soin's relation. Map (a) is the residual gravity anomaly, contour
interval 4 mgal. The dots show locations of the actual gravity

measurements. Map (b) is the first vertical derivative of grav-
ity upward continued to 9000 feet, contour interval 4 mgal/km;

Map (c) is the total magnetic intensity anomaly reduced to the
pole, contour interval 200 nT; Map (d) is the intercept map, con-
tour interval 1000 nT; Map (e) is the correlation map, contour
interval 50; map (f) is the J/p map, contour interval .05 cgs.
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negative magnetic anomaly was detected in the southwest portion of

the map; yet, the absence of gravity measurements in the area prevents

the identification of a corresponding gravity anomaly. Hence, poor

correlation between the first vertical derivative of the gravity

and the magnetic intensity data reduced to the pole also exists in

the southwest region of the Pelican Butte area map. Low-pass filter-

ing may enhance the correlation between gravity and magnetic anomaly

data sets (Chandler et al., 1981).
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Spectral analysis of the south-central Oregon aeromagnetic

data suggests three areas valuable prospectively for geothermal

development: (1) the Crater Lake area, (2) the Mount McLoughlin -

Kiamath Lake area, and (3) the Sprague River Valley. Elevated

Curie-point isotherm depths, as shallow as 4 to 6 km below sea

level in the Mount McLoughlin - Kiamath Lake area and 5 to 7 km

below sea level in the Crater Lake area and the Sprague River

Valley, imply vertical temperature gradients in excess of 70 °C/km

and heat-flow values greater than 120 mW/rn2 within these areas.

The structural relationship between the Klamath Graben and

the Cascades Graben remains unclear. However, a positive east-west

anomaly trend apparent in the low-pass filtered anomaly maps that

transects the Cascade Mountain Range south of Crater Lake does

not help support the notion that the Cascades Graben extends

continuously into south-central Oregon.

A moving-window application of Poisson's relation applied to

gravity and magnetic anomaly data in the vicinity of Pelican Butte

yielded magnetization-to-density contrast ratios of -.02 to .02 cgs.

However, the misalignment of gravity and magnetic anomalies over

Pelican Butte due to an undersamDling of the gravity field casts

doubt in these numbers.
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APPENDIX A: PREVIOUS GEOPHYSICAL WORK

Previous aeromagnetic surveys in this study area are surveys by

Scintrex (1972), Geometrics (1973), and a small survey flown over

Mount Mazama (Blank, 1968). The Geometrics survey, which covered

most of the Medford AMS sheet, extended from 42°OO' to 43°OO'N lati-

tude and from 122°OO' to 124°30'W longitude and used an average flight

line spacing of two miles. The Scintrex survey covered the area from

42°OO' to 43°30'N latitude and from l2O0OO to l22°OO'W longitude and

also used a two mile spacing. The Scintrex survey used a fluxgate

magnetometer which gave total magnetic intensity readings relative

to an arbitrary datum. In the area of overlap with this current

study, the anomalies from the Scintrex map are the same general shape

but have less detail. Using terrain corrected data from the Geo-

metrics and Scintrex surveys in the Klamath Falls region, Van

Deusen (1978) attempted to map the relative depth of the Curie-point

isotherm in a qualitive way. He suggested that shallow Curie-point

isotherms exist beneath areas associated with a negative magnetic

anomaly, a high Bouguer gravity anomaly, and a positive free-air

gravity anomaly (all not correlative with topography) -- such as

Olene Gap, Eagle Point, east of Badger Lake, Long Lake Valley, and

north of Edgewood Mountain. The quantitative results of this thesis

question the existence of elevated Curie-point isotherms beneath

Olene Gap..
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Adjoining aeromagnetic surveys in the central Oregon Cascade

Mountains and the northern California Cascade Mountains were also

performed by the Geophysics Group at Oregon State University. The

central Oregon Cascade Mountains survey, directly north of this

study, covered the area from 43°OO' to 44°15'N latitude and from

121000t to 122°30'W longitude (Connard etal., 1981). Connard etal.

found an elevated Curie-point isotherm depth 6 to 9 km below sea

level (BSL) beneath the High Cascade Mountains. The northern Cali-

fornia Cascade Mountains survey, directly south of this study,

covered the area from 40015 ' to 42°O0'N latitude and l2lOO' to

122°45'W longitude at its northern boundary narrowing to 120045
' to

122°20'W longitude at its southern boundary. The data from the

northern California survey is under analysis (Huppunen, personal

communication).

Veen (1981) established 362 new gravity stations which she

combined with data from Berg and Thiruvathukal (1965), Blank (1965,

1966, 1968), Thiruvathukal (1968), Van Deusen (1978), Blakely (1979),

and Finn (1980) to construct free-air, complete Bouguer, and residual

gravity anomaly maps of this study area east of l22°30'W longitude.

Preliminary analysis of her maps indicate that the structural trends

of the Basin and Range province continue into the High Cascade Range

and that the Kiamath Graben may extend northward to Crater Lake.

Seismicity within the study area is constrained mainly to the

Basin and Range province. En a review of earthquake activity since

1841, Couch and Lowell (1971) show nine epicenters in the study area.



These earthquakes appear to be associated with block faulting near

the Kiamath Graben. Just east of this study, Donath (1958, 1962) and

Donath and Kuo (1962) carried Out a detailed seismic survey of basin

and range faulting in the Summer Lake area. Donath clearly identif led

two major fault trends, one oriented about N20° to 30°E and the

other N30° to 40°W. This pattern has been traced over the entire

Basin and Range province in Oregon using LANDSAT images (Lawrence,

1976) and extends up to and across the Cascade Mountain Range.

Of ten magnetotelluric stations occupied in the Kiamath Falls

area, six gave anomalously low apparent resistivity values (Bodvars-

son et al., 1974). Bodvarsson et al. believe high subsurface temp-

eratures and high mineral content of reservoir interstitial waters

may have contributed to these low readings. However, they emphasize

that local geology may be of some influence. The lowest readings

in the survey occurred just north of Lake of the Woods. Also, a NS-

EW anisotropy found in resistivity values appeared to correlate with

the N-NW structural pattern in the area.

Blackwell et al. (1978) summarized the heat-flow data for

Oregon. Their heat-flow map of the state shows a steep heat-flow

gradient at the boundary between the Western and High Cascade Range,

and heat-flow values greater than 100 mW/tn2 (2.4 HFU) in the High

Cascades and Basin and Range portions of the study area. However,

reliable heat-flow data are not available for the central and eastern

parts of the High Cascade Range.

Within the Kiamath Falls area, hydrologic effects caused large



variations in heat flow reported by Sass and Sammel (1976), but

Sammel and Peterson (1976) and Sass and Sammel (1976) concluded

from the heat-flow data that the average background heat flow for

the area was 60 to 70 mW/rn2 (1.4 to 1.5 IIFU). These values

correspond to a temperature gradient of 30 to 40 °C/km. Blackwell

et al. (1978) concluded that the average heat flow was between 84

and 117 mW/rn2 (2.0 to 2.8 HFU) corresponding to a temperature

gradient of 100 to 150 °C/km in the lake beds and 50 to 100 °C/km

in the ranges.

Sammel and Peterson (1976) studied the hydrology of the Kiamath

Falls area. They reported that most of the ground water is discharged

as evapotranspiration within the basin. A small amount of ground

water (1.2 x ni3/year) leaves the area in flow toward the south-

west. Relatively large hydraulic conductivities within the older

basaltic rocks may permit ground water to move parallel to the north-

west southeast structural trend in the Klamath Falls region (Sammel

and Peterson, 1976).
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APPENDIX B: THE SOUTH-CENTRAL OREGON AEROMAGNETIC SURVEY

Data Collection

During the summer months of 1980 personnel from the Geophysics

Group at Oregon State University conducted an aeromagnetic survey

over the southern Cascade Mountain Range. The survey extended from

Mount Lassen in northern California (40015tN latitude) to Crater Lake

in southern Oregon (43°O0'N latitude). A Piper "Aztec" aircraft was

modified and equipment installed for the aeromagnetic survey.

This study concentrates on the data collected north of the Cali-

fornia-Oregon border (42°00'N latitude) between 1210001 and 122°45'W

longitude. Data used in this study was collected during the latter

part of August and during the month of September, 1980, in a series

of 16 flights. Each flight lasted an average of five hours. The

survey was flown at a constant barometric elevation of 2.74 km

(9000 feet). One statute mile (1.6 km) east-west flight-line and

five statute mile (8.1 km) north-south tie-line spacings were used.

The flight-line and tie-line magnetic anomaly values at each

flight-line and tie-line crossing usually differed. A statistical

analysis of these flight-line and tie-line crossing errors provided

an estimate of uncertainty for the final magnetic anomaly values. An

excellent navigational system and the occupation of a base station

that provided diurnal magnetic variation corrections to the data

helped to provide a low RMS crossing uncertainty for the survey.

Gemperle and Bowers (1977) gave a complete description of the aero-
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magnetic survey techniques and equipment used.

The Navigation ystem

A Motoo11a Mini-Ranger III range-range navigation system,

consisting of two ground-based radar transponders and a receiver-

transmitter and system console in the aircraft, provided horizontal

position control for the survey. The control module in the survey

aircraft interrogated the transponders every two seconds and deter-

mined the range from each transponder in meters. With a long range

19 db sector antenna used on the transponders, a maximum range of 80

kilometers (50 miles) with a resolution of ± 3 meters (± 10 feet) was

possible. These two ranges, along with knowledge of the flight level

elevation was sufficient to locate or "fix" the aircraft's position.

The accuracy of the "fix" calculated from the two ranges and flight

level elevation varied over the area of the survey as a function of

the distance from the "baseline", or the imaginary line joining the

two transponder locations, measured in units of the actual tran-

sponder-to-transponder distance. For the south-central Oregon survey

area the error gain factor varied from one to about five resulting

in an average positional accuracy for the aircraft of approximately

10 meters (33 feet). In the worst case, close to the "baseline", the

error in horizontal position was less than 30 meters (100 feet).

The transponders were placed over, or in some cases within 30

meters (.100 feet) of, a geodetic triangulation station. The State

Plane Coordinates and the latitude and longitude of the triangulation

stations obtained from the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey and based
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on the North American Datum of 1927 (Swick, 1932), gave the horizontal

coordinates for the transponders to 0.1 foot for transponders placed

on the triangulation stations and 3 feet for locations surveyed in the

field. The elevation uncertainty in both cases is under 10 feet.

However, because the solution to the equation determining the air-

craft's horizontal position is not sensitive to errors in elevation,

the vertical uncertainty does not increase the horizontal position

uncertainty.

The transponders were usually located on "catwalks" of look-out

towers on prominent peaks in the area to provide line-of-sight coxmnun-

ication with the aircraft. Two-way radio communication facilitated

the coordination between ground parties setting up and monitoring

transponder sites and the aircraft.

A 300 milli-second delay between a "fix" and the corresponding

magnetic reading existed. In this way, flying at 240 km/hr (150 mph)

with the sensor about 20 meters (65 feet) behind the plane, the mag-

netic data were obtained at the navigational fix position. Variations

in aircraft ground speed cause errors of less than five meters (16

feet) in the location of the magnetic measurement. Therefore, the

total average positional accuracy of the data is 15 meters (50 feet).

There were short intervals in some flights where unacceptable

"fixes" occurred because of loss of line-of-sight with a transponder

due to an intervening mountain peak or because of spurious ranges

reflecting off the terrain. In these cases, the navigation was inter-

polated between good "fixes". In this way, the amount of useable data
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was increased by about 5 %.

To provide piloting information for steering of the aircraft,

the Mini-Ranger console transmitted the range information to a

Hewlett Packard HP-97 calculator which was programmed to calculate

the offset distance from the pre-selected flight line six seconds

after receipt of a good "fix". This system enabled the pilot to

keep the airplane horizontally within 15 meters of the desired

flight line in smooth weather.

Airborne Magnetic Measurements

In addition to the navigation system, the integrated aeromag-

netic system included a Geometrics model G-801/3 proton precession

magnetometer with a 100 foot towing cable, and a Rosemont pressure

altimeter. An acquisition system recorded the total magnetic field

measurement, altitude, ranges from the Mini-Ranger system, and time

of the measurement every two seconds on a Digi-Data seven-track

incremental tape recorder at 200 bpi (bits per inch).

The Base Station

During the entire survey, a base station located at the Eldorado

Apartments, Kiamath Falls, Oregon, recorded the outputs of a proton

precession magnetometer and a Rosemont pressure altimeter, identical

to those in the aircraft, on magnetic tape and on strip charts

every 10 seconds. This base station data provided diurnal corrections

for both the magnetic and pressure altitude measurements. Base

station personnel continuously monitored the base station magnetometer
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and geomagnetic field activity forecasts from the Space Environmental

Service Center in Boulder, Colorado, to identify periods where extreme

geomagnetic field activity would make surveying impossible.

Figure Bi shows a histogram of magnetic values obtained at the

base station. The modal value of the entire recording period (19

days) established the "base reference value" (regional field plus

anomaly at the base station) to be used in the diurnal magnetic

correction.

Preliminary processing of the raw data was performed at the

base station after each flight on the Geophysics Group's Data General

Nova 1200 computer to determine exactly where data were collected

and to check for possible equipment malfunctions.

Data Processing

The initial data processing, performed on the Geophysics Group's

Data General Eclipse s/130 computer system consisted of three main

phases: (1) editing, processing, and reformatting the magnetic tape

from the aircraft's acquisition system, (2) editing, processing, and

reformatting the magnetic tape from the base station, and (3) merging

the aircraft and base station data and processing the merged data to

obtain magnetic anomaly values. Reformatting of the magnetic tapes

was required to make them compatible with the Eclipse's 9-track, 800

bpi magnetic tape drive. The entire processing procedure is described

by Gemperle at al. (1978) and Couch (1978).
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Processing of Aircraft Data

Processing of the raw data from the aircraft data acquisition

system consisted of making the data tapes compatible with the Eclipse

system, editing the data tapes for data errors, and converting the

Rosemont altimetry readings to feet. The magnetic and altimetric data

from each flight were plotted in profile form to further check for

errors.

Processing of Base Station Data

Base station data tapes were also made compatible with the

Eclipse system and data collected during flight times were edited

for errors. Magnetic and Rosemont pressure readings taken every 10

seconds were smoothed using a five-point moving average and then

interpolated to every two seconds. The Rosemont pressure readings

were converted to altitude corrections to be applied to the Rosemont

altitude readings in the aircraft. Finally, the base reference value

of 53,658 nanoteslas (aT) was subtracted from each magnetic reading

to form a diurnal variation correction to be applied to the magnetic

readings taken in the aircraft.

Production of Total Field Aeromagnetic noma1y 2

At this stage in the processing, aircraft data and base station

data from each flight were merged. The navigation ranges were

converted to State Plane Coordinates (Oregon South zone) and latitude

and longitude for each magnetic reading. Data points missing

navigation were located by interpolation. Finally, magnetic anomaly

values were calculated, using the following equation:
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A(x,y) = M(x,y,t) - D(t) - R(x,y)

where A is the anomaly value, M is the measured value of the total

magnetic field at time t, D is the diurnal variation at time t, and

R is the regional magnetic field. The regional magnetic field R was

determined from the International Geomagnetic Reference Field of 1975

(International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, 1976) updated

to the survey time and then modified to allow anomaly values in this

study to match anomaly values in surveys adjacent to the northern

boundary (Connard, 1979) and southern boundary (Huppunen, personal

communication). This matching technique involved minimizing crossing

errors at each boundary and resulted in a correction term of 9.75

- 1.345 x 104.y nT, where y is the State Plane Coordinate in the

northerly direction. This correction contributed a 7 nT DC shift

plus a .44 nT/km north-south gradient to the anomaly map. The

following equations give the regional field values in aT used in

this study:

R1(x,y) = 51887.45 (8.8450 x 104)x + (1.4219 x 103)y
for y > 488935.99 (b 43°N lat)

R11(x,y) = 51953.20 + (8.8450 x l04)x + (1.2874 x l03)y
for 124554.21 < y < 488935.99 ('\' 42°to 43°N lat)

R111(x,y) = 51936.45 + (8.8450 x 104)x + (1.4219 x l03)y
for y < 124554.21 ('' 42°N lat)

where x and y are in State Plane Coordinates. A plane fit was applied

to the regional field to reduce computation time and in no place

differed by greater than 4 nT from the true regional field. This
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stage of data processing produced approximately 120,000 usable data

points.

Magnetic readings which were essentially duplications of other

readings were edited and not used. The remaining measurements (over

100,000) were plotted at a scale of 1:62,500 for hand contouring.

The contoured plot was then reduced by 1/2 to 1:125,000 for drafting.

Figure 4 shows the total field aeromagnetic anomaly map.

A simple statistical analysis of the differences at survey-line

and tie-line crossings yielded an estimate of the RMS uncertainty of

the final magnetic anomaly values. Figure B2 is a histogram of 1,552

crossing errors compiled for the survey. Table Bl lists the corre-

sponding statistics. The RNS uncertainty per line attributes one-half

of the mistie to each of the flight lines used in calculating the

uncertainty, i.e.,

RMS uncertainty per line = RMS mistie/ Ii

The RMS uncertainty per line was found to be 3.8 nT for this study.

This low uncertainty reflects the excellent navigation control and the

careful monitoring of diurnal changes. Estimates of the components

of the uncertainty are as follows:

1 nT resolution of airborne magnetometer

1 nT - resolution of base station magnetometer

1 - 2 nT - diurnal correction

1 - 2 nT - x-y position determination in low gradient areas

1 - 2 uT - z position determination in low gradient areas
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Total crossings 1,552

Mean 0 nT

Median 0 nT

Mode 0 nT

RMS 5.4 nT

RMS uncertainty per line 3.8 nT

Table Bi. South-central Oregon survey crossing
error statistics.
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pectra1 Analysis of the Aeroniagnetic Data

Low-pass filtering, power spectra analysis, rotation-to-the-

pole, upward continuation, and first derivative techniques all require

the frequency domain representation of the aeromagnetic map. This

representation is accomplished by (1) gridding, (2) detrending, (3)

tapering, and finally (4) applying a two-dimensional fast Fourier

transformation to the data. Listings and documentation for this

procedure appear in Boler et al. (1978), Pitts (1979), and Connard

(1979).

The a1gorthm by Briggs (1975) was used to interpolate the

flight-line data onto an equally spaced grid by minimizing the curv-

ature of a surface through the value at each grid point. The spacing

between grid points was set at .285 km (900 feet) in both the x (E-W)

and y (N-S) directions. The grid spacing was larger than the average

data spacing of .15 km (500 feet). This discrepency of spacing did

not affect source and Curie-point depth calculations because low

frequency representation is dependent on window size and not grid

spacing. With this grid spacing a 512 x 512 grid covered the entire

survey area. Figure 8 shows the boundaries of the grid relative to

the flight-line data. Data from the central Oregon Cascade survey

reported by Connard (1979) and data from the northern California

Cascade survey reported by Huppunen (personal communication) located

inside this boundary were also included in this analysis.

After gridding, and before applying the Fourier transform, the

grid was detrended by fitting a plane to the grid by least-squares.
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The detrending process removes any remaining regional field from the

data. To make the data periodic, a prerequisite to the Fourier

transformation, a border of 10 grid points along the outside edge of

the grid was tapered using a cosine bell window.

The computer algorithm used in this study for two-dimensional

fast Fourier transformation is from Rob Clayton of Stanford Univers-

ity (personal communication) and requires that the data be spaced at

equal intervals on a grid with 2' grid points in each direction. The

documentation for this algorithm is listed in Appendix D. In this

study, 512 x 512, 256 x 256, 128 x 128, and 64 x 64 grids were trans-

formed and studied.

For the purpose of source-depth and magnetic source-bottom depth

determinations, the radial average of the natural logarithm of the

energy spectrum of several grids were computed (see Figures 9 through

18). This radial average was accomplished by averaging the squared

amplitude or energy of each element (m,n) of the complex two-

dimensional frequency domain array generated by the FPT operation.

One point on the spectral plot represents the average of all elements

within a ring f wide. For example, the 8 elements with 0.5 < (m2 +

2)l/2
< 1.5 are averaged for the second point. The zero frequency

element (in = 0, n 0), which is the first point on the plot, is not

averaged with any other element. Finally, all spectral plots were

normalized with respect to the zero frequency estimate E(0). Boler

(1978) describes this procedure in detail. Lines were fit to the

spectra by a least squares method.
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APPENDIX C: TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS OF THE SOUTH-
CENTRAL OREGON AEROMAGNETIC DATA

The aeromagnetic map of south-central Oregon (Figure 4) presents

a great challenge to the interpreter. The topography of the area,

shaped by volcanic flows Tertiary to Recent in age and composed of

high magnetic susceptibility material and Plio-Pleistocene block

faulting creates many closely-spaced, large-amplitude anomalies.

Broad, low-amplitude anomalies caused by deeper source bodies are

subsequently covered by adjacent near-surface anomalies. It is the

broad, low-amplitude anomalies which contain information about deeper

sources and the magnetic source bottom. Hence, analysis of individ-

ual isolated anomalies in the spatial domain, accomplished by match-

ing theoretical anomalies over known source bodies with observed

anomalies (e.g. Vacquier etal., 1951), is not practical for this

study area.

Spectral analysis provides an alternative approach of analyzing

aeromagnetic data. Spectral analysis involves examining the anom-

alies in terms of their wavelengths or frequencies. Spector (1968)

discussed four operations for which spectral analysis is useful in

aeromagnetic data interpretations: (1) depth-to-source interpreta-

tions; (2) filtering out high frequency anomalies from near-surface

sources to enhance deeper sources; (3) continuation of the field

observed at one level to another level; and (4) "rotation-to-the-

pole" for determining what the anomalies would be if they were
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caused by the same sources with vertical magnetization measured in a

vertical field.

The model used in this analysis is a statistical model where an

ensemble of vertical-sided prisms of varying depth, width, thickness,

and magnetization represents a single magnetic layer in the earth's

crust. Bhattacharyya (1966) derived an expression for the continuous

spectrum of the magnetic anomaly associated with a rectangular pris-

matic body. Spector and Grant (1970) transformed Bhattacharyya's

expression for the spectrum into polar coordinates and developed a

technique for determining the mean depths of ensembles of bodies from

the energy spectrum of the magnetic anomalies. Shuey et al. (1977)

and Bhattacharyya and Leu (1975) extended these methods and empha-

sized determining the magnetic source bottoms of the source bodies.

This lower bound on the source bodies may be lithological in nature

such as a basaltic sill in a sedimentary layer or may be interpreted

as the Curie-point isotherm depth. The Curie-point isotherm depth

is the depth at which rocks lose their magnetization due to high

temperatures. Information about the Curie-point isotherm depths

greatly facilitates the assessment of the geothermal potential of

an area.

The analysis technique used by Spector and Grant (1970) and

Shuey et al. (1977) and in this study also allows for depth-to-top

of the source calculations which add constraints in determining

upper crustal Structure.

Low-pass filtering, rotation-to-the-pole, upward continuation,
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and first derivative operations are also utilized in this study and

are also best performed in the frequency domain. The first step in

this analysis is the transformation of the data from the space domain

to the frequency domain using a two-dimensional Fourier transforma-

tion.

Two-Dimensional Fourier Transform

If f(x,y) represents the aeromagnetic data as a function of

spatial position, the two-dimensional Fourier transform of f(x,y) is

F(u,v) J J f(x,y) e
1(UX+ vy)

dx dy

- -

and the inverse Fourier transform is

f(x,y) = L
J j'

F(u,v).e1X + vy)
du dv

4ir
- -

where u and v are the spatial frequencies in radians per unit distance

in the x and y directions, respectively. The Fourier transform F(u,v)

is, in general, complex and contains information about the amplitude

and phase relationships of all the frequencies that make up the

function f(x,y).

For aeromagnetic data sampled at discrete, even intervals (x

and y) and over the finite sample area (LX by LY), the Fourier trans-

form becomes the Discrete Fourier transform:
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NY-i NX-1

F(u,v) = f(m&, L)ehhI1 + vnii)

n=O iu0

(Bracewell, 1978, P. 379) where MX and NY represent the number of

sampled points in the x and y directions, 1x = LX/NX and iy = LY/NY.

In the frequency domain, the sample intervals are

27r 2'ir 2ir 2ir
L\U

LX NXE,x LY NYL\y

Two disadvantages arise in using the Discrete Fourier transform:

sensitivity to finite data length and aliasing problems. The aerornag-

netic map represents a rectangular "window" through which only a part

of the total magnetic field is observed. The finite size of this

"window" dictates that only an estimate of the true spectrum can be

obtained. That is, u and v are sampled discretely (0, /u, 2u, ...;

Ev, 2iv, ...). Also, in the frequency domain, the sharp edges of the

rectangular window causes a large amount of distortion at frequencies

higher than 4r/width of the survey area (Spector, 1968). To minimize

these edge effects, this study applied a cosine-squared window, that

started ten grid space units inside the map boundaries, and tapered

the data smoothly to zero at the boundaries.

Aliasing problems may arise when the magnetic field f(x,y) is

undersampled, causing higher frequencies to be mistaken for lower

frequencies. For aeromagnetic maps, Spector (1968) suggested

choosing the sample spacing such that x and Ay are no greater than

one-quarter of the width of the sharpest magnetic feature in the
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mapped anomalies to avoid aliasing problems. In this study, the

small sample spacing used (& = iy = .285 kin) easily met this

criteria.

I1ean Depth-to-Source Calculations from the Energy Spectrum

Bhattacharyya (1966) gave the Fourier transform of the total-

field magnetic anomaly of a vertica1-ided rectangular prism with

horizontal top and bottom as

2 21/2
-h(u2 + v2)2. -t(u v ) )S(uv)Rp(uv)Rg(uv)F(u,v) = 2rrMe (1-c

where M = magnetic moment/unit depth
h = depth to the top of the prism
t = thickness of the prism
S = factor for horizontal size of the prism

factor for magnetization direction of the prism

Rg= factor for geomagnetic field direction

Spector (1968) described the energy spectrum E(u,v) of the

magnetic anomaly as

E(u,v) F(u,v)F(u,v)

where * indicates the complex conjugate. Transcribing the energy

spectrum into polar wavenumber coordinates in the u,v frequency

plane gives

2 2 -2hr -tr2 2 2
E(r,8) = 4ii M e (l - e ) S (rO).R(6)R(8)

2 21/2 -1
where r = (u + v ) and 0 = tan (u/v).

Spector (1968) also introduced the notion of an ensemble as a

large collection of prisms whose parameters (width, length, thickness,
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etc.) vary over specified ranges. An ensemble, then, forms a volume

in the n-dimensional parameter space with each point in this volume

corresponding to a particular prism. Spector and Grant (1970) used

this ensemble of prisms as a statistical model for the purpose of

analyzing aeromagnetic maps.

The expected value of the energy spectrum of an ensemble of

vertical prism sources is (Spector and Grant, 1970)

-2hr -tr 2 2
<E(r,O)> = 41r2M2.<R2(0)>.<R2(8)>.<e ><(l - e ) ><S (r,e)>

where <> indicates the expected value. The mathematical expectation

of the energy spectrum E is assumed equal to the ensemble average of

E and the magnetic moment N is assumed to be uniformly distributed

in M ± M. Over a region the size of this survey the geomagnetic

field direction does not vary appreciably so that <R2(0)> =

Further, assuming that the inclination and declination of the magnet-

ization of the rocks do not differ appreciably (>200) from the

inclination and declination, respectively, of the geomagnetic field,

"rotation- to-the-pole" gives

2-2 -2hr -tr 2 2
= 4ir M <e >.<(1 - e ) ><S (r,O)>

The latter assumption holds well in this study area, because individ-

ual anomalies appear ttnormal!. Also, considering the high magnetic

latitude of this survey area (65.9°), the "rotation-to-the-pol&'

operation has virtually no effect on the energy spectrum and can be

considered an optional operation on the data set.
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Finally, taking the average with respect to 0 gives

= 4ir2.ii2.<e_2hr>.<(l - etr)2><S2(r)>

where E arid S indicate the average over 0.

Assuming that h, the depth to prism top, is uniformly distributed

in h ± h, Spector and Grant (1970) show

-2hr -2hr
<e > = e sinh(2rth)/4rh

where h is the ensemble average depth and 2Lh is the depth variation.

To study the effect of the

(1970) claim is the domina:

spectrum, the logarithm of

r -2hr
log I<e > =

<e21> term, which Spector and Grant

at factor in determining the decay of the

the expectation value is taken:

-4irhf + log [sinh(47rhf)/8rihf]

where the frequency f is expressed in cycles/unit distance. For low

frequencies and/or small depth variations 2th, the logarithmic term

may be neglected and, hence, mean depths to sources are proportional

to the slope of the logarithm of the energy spectrum. Figure Cl

demonstrates that in the high frequency end of the energy spectrum,

large variations in source depths may lead to an erroneous under-

estimation of the mean source depth Ii. Hence, source-depth calcu-

lations made in this study represent, at best, upper limits on the

true source depths.

Mean Depth-to-Bottom Calculations from the Energy Spectrum

If the map area is large enough so that the 13w frequency anom-
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Figure Cl. Effect of large source-depth variations on calculated mean
source depths.
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alies caused by the lower boundary of sources are included, the

factor <(1 - etr)2> in combination with the factor <e2> intro-

duces a peak or maximum in the spectrum which shifts toward longer

wavelengths with increasing values of prism thickness t. Assuming

t/t < .25, th/h < .25, and r < min(1/t, 1/h), then <(1 - etr)2>.

<e_2hr> (1 - e_tr)2.(e_2). Maximizing this expression with r,

the equation

1
f r /2ir loge (-F)max max

2(d - h)

is obtained where h is the mean depth to the top of the deepest

buried ensemble, d is the mean depth to the bottom of the deepest

buried ensemble, and
max

is the spatial frequency of the spectral

peak. Solving for d, the expression becomes

1 - exp(_2lrtf
ax

where t is the mean ensemble thickness. Several families of these

curves are shown in figures 19 through 22. Unfortunately, depth-to-

source bottom calculations also depend on source thickness, and hence

add further uncertainty in calculating d. Notice, as t + 0 (laminar

bodies) d + h/2max However, thin bodies require an unreasonably

large value of magnetization. Shuey et al. (1977) suggest a minimum

source body thickness of five km. This study uses this constraint.

The presence of a spectral peak in the energy spectrum indicates

that the source bottom is being resolved, hence it is quite import-
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ant in depth-to--magnetic source bottom calculations that a clear

estimate of the shape of the low frequency spectral peak be provided

(Shuey et al., 1977). A large area provides more spectral estimates

in the lower frequencies, and thus is desired. On the otherhand,

the larger the area, the more regional the depth-to-source bottom

calculation is. This reduces the ability to observe source bottom

undulations that may exist.

Figure C2 shows a family of prisms, each of which would produce

a spectral peak of
max

= .035 cycles/km when observed through a

window.36 km by 36 km in area. The dashed line represents L/2Tr,

where L is the length of the shortest side of the area. It is below

this depth in which the error (> 10 %) in resolving the lower bound-

ary of the source bodies due to finite data length becomes a concern

(Shuey etal., 1977 ; Regan and Hinze, 1976). If most of the mag-

netic bodies in the area extend much deeper than L/2ir, the spectral

peak shifts below the fundamental frequency of the map (towards f =

0) and cannot be seen at all. It should be noted that Spector (1968)

puts this maximum resolution depth at L/4.

The horizontal dimensions of the sources represented by the

shape factor S also affect the spectrum. As the horizontal dimen-

sions increase, the short wavelength side of the spectrum is

depressed and the spectral peak moves slightly towards longer wave-

lengths. Spector and Grant (1970) give the shape factor as

S(r,O)
sin(a.r.cosO) sin(brcos6)

arcosG brcosO
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for a rectangular body whose dimensions are 2a x 2b. Shucy et al.

(1977) show that for a body with horizontal dimensions comparable to

the survey area, the spectral maximum is displaced to zero frequency.

Because a regional anomaly gradient would be indistinguishable from

such a body, anomalies need to be detrended before computing the

spectrum (Connard, 1979). Therefore spectral peaks that consist

of one point and occur at the fundamental frequency, are inadequate

for calculating Curie-point depths.

Filter Operations in the Frequency Domain

Rotation-to-the-pole, upward continuation, low-pass filter, and

first derivative operations of the aeromagnetic data are applied as

simple filters in the frequency domain. Each spectral component

(nu, mAy) is multiplied by the appropriate filter coefficient.

These coefficients are listed below.

Rotation-to-the-Pole

The rotation-to-the-pole operation is used to study the anom-

alies as if vertical magnetization of the rocks and a vertical geo-

magnetic field were present. From Gunn (1975) and Blakely (1977)

the rotation-of-the-field filter is 2'l'
where corresponds to

the actual field and magnetization configuration and corresponds

to the desired final configuration of magnetization and field

directions. For rotation-to-the-pole the magnetization and field

directions are brought to vertical. = R .R has the formpg
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a1(nu)2 + a2(mv)2 + a3iiuuiv
'(nLu, mM) =

+ (lnM)2] 1/2

b1nu + b2mv
+

[nu2 + (mv)2] 1/2

where a1 jL -iN

a2 kN - iN

a3 jM + kL

b1 -jN - 1L

b2 -kN -iN

(j,k,i) = magnetization direction cosines
(L,M,N) = geomagnetic field direction cosines

Upward Continuation

The upward continuation operation is used to study data at one

elevation that was measured at a lower elevation. The upward

continuation filter is given (Spector, 1968) as

exp [-.h ((nu)2 + (mv)2)1/2]

where h is the continuation distance (positive upwards).

Low-Pass Filter

To enhance deep structural trends and suppress the near surface

effects, low-pass filtering is applied. The spectral filter consists

of a weighting function W, where

2 2 2
W(nu, mM) = I for (nu) + (mM) <

= 0 otherwise
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and r0 is the desired cutoff frequency. The high frequency distor-

tion caused by this simple tvbox carti weighting does not seriously

affect the low frequency anomalies of interest.

First Vertical Derivative

For use in a moving-window application of Poisson's relation,

the first vertical derivative of gravity data is required. The filter

used to generate a first vertical derivative is (Grant and West, 1965,

p. 222)

[(nu)2 + (mv)2] 1/2

Repeated use of this filter gives derivatives of higher order, but

undesirable magnification of high frequency "noise" becomes a

problem.
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APPENDIX D: DOCUMENTATION AND LISTINGS OF
USEFUL COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Fast Fourier Transformation Algorithm

The computer algorithm used in this study for two-dimensional

fast Fourier transformations was obtained from Rob Clayton of Stan-

ford University (personal communication) and requires that the data

be spaced at equal intervals on a grid with 2' grid points in the x-

and y- directions. Program FORKOVR performs the forward Fourier

transformation on gridded, detrended, and periodic (tapered) data

sets while program FORKBAK performs the inverse Fourier transforma-

tion. Both algorithms call the subroutines FORK2D, FORK, CIN, and

COUT.

FORKOVR

Program FORKOVR transforms detrended, periodic (tapered),

gridded data sets with
2n

grid points in the x- and y- directions

from the spatial domain to the frequency domain. Connard (1979)

listed detrending and tapering programs.

Program FORKOVR opens two contiguous random access disk files:

File Unit I/O Description

MAG.DF 1 I detrended, periodic,
gridded data set

FREQ.DF 2 0 frequency domain repre-
sentation of data set

The program also queries the user as to the grid dimension in grid
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units (NX). NX must be a power of two.

Subroutines required: FORK2D, FORK, CIN, COUT

Runtime: 30 minutes on a Data General Eclipse fora 512 x 512
grid.

FORKBAK

Program FORKBAK performs the inverse Fourier transformation.

The algorithm opens three contiguous random access disk files:

File Unit I/O Description

FREQ.DF 1 I frequency domain representat-
ion of gridded data

WORK.DF 2 0 complex grid in spatial
domain (imaginary part nearly
zero)

NAG.DF 3 0 real part of complex grid

The program also queries the user as to the grid dimension in grid

units (NX). NX must be a power of two.

Subroutines required: FORK2D, FORK, CIN, COUT

Runtime: 30 minutes on a Data General Eclipse for a 512 x 512
grid.

FORK2D

The calling statement of FORK2D is

Call FORK2D (ME, LX, LY, SIGNT, A, B)

where NP - input matrix logical unit number

LX - length of columns (fastest dimension)

LY - length of rows (slowest dimension)

SIGNT sign of transform (-1. forward, 1. = inverse)

A, B - complex work arrays of dimension LX
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FORX2D makes use of the subroutine FORK from Claerbout (1976, P. 12).

FORK

The calling statement of FORK is

Call FORK (CX, LX, SIGNI)

where CX - the complex array to be transformed

CIN

LX - the dimension of CX

SIGNI - sign of transform (-1. =forward, 1. = inverse)

Subroutine CIN opens a previously existing contiguous disk file.

Parameters passed to CIN are

COUT

N - logical unit number assigned to input file

LENGTH - length of input file record in bytes

NLAB - label of contiguous input file to act as a screen
display prompter

Subroutine COUT opens a contiguous disk file. Parameters passed

to COUT are

N - logical unit number assigned to output file

LENGTH - length of output file record in bytes

NREC - number of records expected in output file

NLA.B - label of contiguous output file to act as a screen
display prompter



4.;'2

; C

C
7;

11;

12;

1:,

13;
15;

18;

28,

FDRKOVR 5,, 8/81 10:32 48 PAGE
PROGRAM FORKOVR
PERFORMS THE FORWARD FOURIER TRANSFORMATION OF
GRIDDED. DETRENDED TAPERED DATA SETS
WITH 2**N GRID POINTS IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS.
SIJBF'OUTINES REQUIREO: FORI<20, FORK CIN COUT

DIMENSION DATA(1024)
COMPLEX CD ( 512)
ACCEPT 'GIVE MX MX

NBLK=MX64
IF(NBLK. LE 0) MBLK=1
NX4 =NX*4
NX6=NX*8
CAL,.L IN<1, NX4. tOW INPUT GRID)
CALL COIJT(2, NX2 NY, 11IOUTPUT GRID)
DO 10 1=1, MX
CALL REFIDR(i, I, DATA 1 IEP)
CALL CHFCK( IEP)
IBLK=' I-1)*NBLK
DO 20 J=1 MX

20 I::Dj)=DRTA(j)
CALL WPBLKC2, IBLKCDNBLK, IER)

18 CALL CHECK( IER)
CALL PITIME':18)
CALL FOPK2D(2, MX. MX, -1. CD, DATA)
CALL PITIME(iO)
CALL RESET
STOP
END

130



FORKBAK G/a.:3i. iyJ:3. 7
1 C PROGRAM FORKBA(

C PROGRAM PERFORMS THE INVERSE FOUR IER TRRNSFORIIAT 1 ON
C SUBROUTINES REQUIRED FORK2D FORK CIN, caui

4; C

5; DIMENSION TA(1024), C(2.5i2), R(512)
COMPLE)< CC 512)

7; ACCEPT GIVE N< -
NY=Ni<

9; NBLK.HX/54
10; IF(NBLK. LE. 0 r4BLK=1
1L NX4NX*4
i2 NX8=NX*8
11; CALL CIN(1, N0 i4HFREoIJErICY GRID)
14; CALL COUT<2,NX0NY,10H WORK GRID)

CALL COUT(3, NX4 NY, SHOUT GRID)
oo ie 1=1, ro<

17. IDLK=( I-1)*NRLK
18; CALL RDBLK.(1 IBLK CD NBLK IER)
19; CALL CHECK(IER)
20; CALL WPBLK'2 tBLK CD, NBLK, IER)
21; 10 CALL CHECK IER.)
22. CALL PITI?1E(10)
23; CALL FORK2D2 N)<, NX. 1. CD DATA)
24 CALL PITIMF(10)
25; 00 3k) I1 NY

iBLK' I-i?*NALK
27; CALL Rr;ELK:2, IBLK, C. NBLK, TER)
23; CALL CHECK(IER)
29; DO 35 J=L NX

R(3)C1, .3)
:1; 35 CONTINUE
32; CALL WRITR(3, I, R, 1, IER)
33; CALL CHECK(IER)

0 CONTINUE
CALL RESET
STOP

:7 ENf)

PAGE 1
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FORk2C. p5/ 5/91 18:33:28 PAGE
1; SUBROUTINE FORK2D (P1F LX, LY SIGNT 0, 8)
2.. C ALGORITHM FROM ROB CLAYTON, STANFORD GEOPHYSICS 1979

4; C MFILE- INPUT MATRIX CHANNEL NUMBER
.5; C LX- LENGTH OF COLUMNS (FASTEST DIMENSION)
6; C LV- LENGTH OF ROWS (SLOWEST DIMENSION)
7; C SIGNT- SIGN OF TRANSFORM (-1. =FORWARD)

C CONNARD 3/81
10; C THIS VERSION EXPECTS THE INPUT GRID TO SE ON P CONTIGUOUS FILE
1-1; C OPENED ON CHANNEL ME ** NOTE THAT RECORD IS THE FIRST RECORD ***

i2 COMPLEX CW, CTEMP, CARG 0(LX). 8(LX)
14; 2CSQRT(1. 0/LY)
15; 2P13. 141592*SIGNT
16; NBLK=LX/64
17; IF(NBLK. LE. 0) NELKI

19.. C DO THE. COLUMN FFT7S
20; C
21; 00 5 2=1.. LV
22; JBLK(J-1)*NBLK
23; CALL RDSLK(MF, JCLK, A. NSLK IER)
24; CALL CHECK' IER)
35; CALL FORK(A. LX, SIGNT)

DO 4 K=L LX
27; 4 A(K)A(K)SC
28; CALL WRBLK<MF .3BLK A. NBLK IER)
39; 5 CALL CHECK(IER)
7.0, C

71 C DO THE ROW FFT'S

BEGIN WITH THE BIT REVERSE ORDERING OF THE DATA
24. C

31
76; DO 39 I1..LY
27' IF( I. GE. .3) 00 TO 10

38. ,JBLK=;J-1?*NBLK
29; IELK( I-i)*NRLK
48; CALL RDBLK(MF .. .JBLK, A NALK, IER)
41, CALL CHECK( IER)
42; CALL RDBLK(IIF, IBLK, B, NBLK, IER)
4L ;::ALL CHECK(IER)
4.; CALL WRELK(MF, JBLK, B, NBLK, IER)
45; CALL CHECK(IEP)
46; CALL WRALK(MF. IBLK, A, NOLK, IER)
47'; CALL CHECK( IER)
42; DO 22 .32=1 LX
49 A(JJ)=C(J,3. .3)
80; 32 8(J.3)=C(J.3, I)

00 -4 22=1, LX
53, C(JJ, .J)=8(J.J)
53; 24 C(JJ,I)=R(J.3)
84; 10 NrLY/2
'78. 25 F.J.LE.M) GO TO 20

.JJ-M

59; IE1. CE. 1 30 TO 28



C

C

C

714;

7-4.,
7,5;

7,5;

SO;
31;

54;
'35)
5)
37,

FIJRK2D
30 J.3+i

5/ 5/81. 10:33:20 PAGE 2

L=i
40 ISTEP=2*'L

DO 50 NL L
CARG=CIPLXa SPI*FLDAT(M-1)/FLOAT(L))
CC:EXP( CARG

TWIDDLE STEP

CO 50 L'r' ISTEP
IPL=I+L
IELK=( I-i)'N8LK
IPLBLK=( IPL-'1)*N8LK
CALL RDBLK'MF, IBLK, A N8LK IER)
CALL CHECK(IER)
CALL RD8LK(P1P. IPLBLK 5 NBLK IER)
CALL CRECK( IER)
DO 45 K1 LX
CTEMP=CW*8 (K)
E(K)A(K)-CTEMP

45 A(K)=Fi(K)+CTEIIP
CALL WRBLK(tIF IBLK A NSLK, IER)
CALL CHECK(IER)
CALL WRSLK(MF, IPLLK, 8 NPLK IER)

'50 CAIL CHECK(IEP.)
LISTEP
IF(L. LT. L') GOTO 40
RETIJPN
EWD
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FORK S/al 104: 9
1; SUBROUTINE FORK(CX, LX. SIGNI)

C THIS VERSION WORKS WITH FORK2D

4; COPPLEX CX(LX), CFRG, CW. CTEIIP
j.1
SC=SQRT(t /L..)
00 .5 I=L LX
IF(I. 01 .3)00 TO 2

9; CTENP'CXC.J)*.SC
to;

ii; C:' I )=CTEMP
12 2 M=L:./2

3 IFJ. LE. I'lGO TO 5
14;

tS. I11/2
1.6; IEN. GE. 1)00 TO 3
17; 5 .3J+P1
IS, Li.
19; 6 ISTEP2*L
3,0; 00 9 N1,L
21, CFIRG=(cj. 1. )(3. 11593*SIGNIM-l))/L
22; CWCEXPCFiP.G
23 DO 3 I=pi.LX, ISTEP
24 IPL=I+L
25; CTEMPCW*CX( IF'L
26; CXrIPL)C:XI)-CTE,'1P
27; 9 CX(I;CX(I.+CTErlP
28; LITEP
29; IF<L. LI. LX)13O TI) 6

RETURN
END

PAGE '1
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CIP1 6/ S'SI 10:22:26 PAGE
1; SUBROUTINE CIN(N. LENGTH NLAB>
2; C CONTIGIJOUS INPUT FILE OPEN POIJTINE

DIMENSION NLAB(10X.NFILE(iU IAR(10)
4; 5 WRITE(Iki I) NLAP(1). N
5; 1 FORMAT( '.Si5 CONTIGUOUS INPUT FILE FOP CH I2 2::
6; FEAD(11. 2)NFflE(1)

2 FORMPTS15)
CHECK TO SEE IF FILE EXISTS

9; CALL STATCflFILE tAR LER)
10; IF(IER. EQ. 12) GO TO 10
11;C DOES EXIST SO CHECK FOP OTHER ERRORS
12; CALL CHECK(IER)
1::; OPEN N NFjLE RTT'C' LENLENGTH
14 RETURN
15; 10 JRITE(103>
15; 3 FORIIAT( ** FILE NUT FOUND **
17; GO TO 5
16. END
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COUT 1/ 8/81 18:32:37 FA13E 1
1. SUBROUTINE COUT (M LENGTH, NREC. NLFiB)
2; C CONTIGUOUS OUTPUT FILE OPENNING ROUTINE
3.; C CONNARD 4/81
4; C

5; DIMENSION NLAB(10), NFILE(1U) IF(R(18)
8; .5 WRITE(10, 1) HLAR(1), N
7; 1. FORP1AT ',S15' CONTIGUOUS OUTPUT FILE FOR OH ' I2 . 'p2)
8; RERD(j1 2) NFILE(1)
9; 2 FORMAT 515)

'lQ;C IS IT A RESERVED FILE NAME 2
IF(IAND(NFILE(1), 177488K). EQ. 822880K) GO TO 18

12; C OK - DID NOT START WITH $
1::; IFNFILE(1':. EQ. 'MT' AND. NEILE(2). EQ. '0:') GO TO 18
14C NOW CHECK TO SEE IF FILE ALREADY EKISTS
1.5.. CALL $TAT(NFILE, tAR. IER)
15; IF( ICR.. EQ. 13) GO TO 12
17; CALL CHECK(IER)
18;C IT E)ISTS - DO YOU REALLY WANT TO WRITE OVER IT
13; 15 ACCEPT 'FILE E)<ISTS - DO YOU WANT TO WRITE OVER. IT?K1=YES.eNO)'. IAN
20; IF(IAN. EQ. 8) GO TO 5
21; IF(IAN. NE. 1) GO TO 15

DELETE NFILE
12 OPEN N, NFILE ATT='C. LEN=LEPãGTH, RECNREC

24; .ETIJRN
23; 10 TYPE ' * ILLEGAL DEVICE FOR CONTIGUOUS FILE 4
25. GO TO .5
27, END
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Moving-Window ppication of Poisson1s Relation

The algorithm by Briggs (1975) was used to interpolate between

field data points of the residual gravity and aeromagnetic data in

the vicinity of Pelican Butte to yield an equally spaced grid by

minimizing the curvature of a surface through the value at the grid

points. Listings and documentation for the gridding programs appear

in Boler et al. (1978) and Pjtts (1979). Boler (1978) described the

rotation-to-the-pole operation performed on the magnetic anomaly

data. Program DERIV, described below, was used to compute the first

vertical derivative of the gravity data. Both rotation-to-the-pole

and first vertical derivative operations required the frequency

domain representation of the gridded magnetic and gravity data. The

program POISSON applied the moving-window technique to the first

vertical derivative of the gravity data and the magnetic intensity

data reduced to the pole.

DERIV

The computer algorithm DERIV computes the first vertical

derivative of gravity data at any desired observation level relative

to the observation level in which the gravity was measured. The

first vertical derivative is applied as a filter operation in the

frequency domain (Grant and West, 1965, p. 222). The program was

adapted from REDCON (Boler, 1978).
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DERIV opens two contiguous random access disk files:

File Unit I/O Description

FREQ.DF 1 I frequency domain representation of
grIdded gravity data

_DERFREQ.DF 3 0 frequency domain representation of
first vertical derivative of the
gravity data

The program also queries the user for the following parameters:

DX - grid spacing distance in x-direction

DY - grid spacing distance in y-direction

DELTZ continuation distance (distance above observation level
derivative is to be taken - positive implies upward)

The units of DX, DY, and DELTZ are unimportant but must be consistent.

Subroutines required: CIN, COUT

POISSON

Program POISSON performs the moving-window technique described

by Chandler et al. (1981). The algorithm involves moving a 3 x 3

window one grid unit at a time through a grid consisting of the first

vertical derivative of gravity data and magnetic intensity data

reduced to the pole at common geographic locations. The 3 x 3 window

is initially positioned in the southwest corner of the data set.

Through least-squares linear regression a line is fit through the

nine pairs of the gravity and magnetic intensity data within each

window location. Slope, correlation, and intercept parameters are

assigned to the center point of the window. The window is then

moved one grid space unit and the entire procedure repeats itself.

This process continues until the entire data set has been traversed
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by the window and each grid point (except the outermost boundary

of grid points) has been assigned slope, correlation, and intercept

parameters. The slope parameter, after correction for the universal

gravitational constant and conversion to cgs units, provides

magnetization-to-density contrast ratios while the correlation

coefficient expresses the quality of linear fit between the gravity

and magnetic intensity data. The intercept parameter accounts for

anomaly base-level changes caused by long-wavelength anomaly compo-

nents in the gravity and magnetic data.

POISSON opens five contiguous random access disk files:

File Unit I/O Description

RMAG.DF 1 I gridded magnetic intensity data
reduced to the pole

DERGRAV.DF 2 I gridded first vertical derivative
of gravity data

DJDRHO.DF 3 0 magnetization-to-density contrast
grid

INTER.DF 4 0 intercept parameter grid

CORR.DF 5 0 correlation parameter grid

Subroutines required: LINFIT (see Couch, 1978), CIN, COUT

Runtime: less than one minute on a Data General Eclipse for
a 64 x 64 grid. A message indicating the number of
rows (profiles) processed is output to the screen
at the completion of each row (profile).
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S.' 0/81 10:24:22 PAGE
L C*'+*PRJGRArl DERIV
2; C PROGRAM DEPIV PERFORP15 THE FIRST VERTICAL DERIVATIVE OF GRAVITY DATA

C AT ANY DESIRED OBSERVATION LEVEL RELATIVE TO THE OBSERVATION LEVEL IN
4; C; WHICH THE GRAVITY WAS MEASURED. THE INPIJT FILE 15 THE REQIJENCY DOMAIN
5 C REPRFSENTATION OF THE GRIDDED GRAVITY DATA. THE OUTPUT FILE IC THE FREQUENCY
4; C DOMAIN FEFRESENTATION OF THE FIRST DERIVATIVE GRAVITY DATa INPUT-OUTPUT

C FILES ARE OPENED CONTIGUdHJSLV. THE UNITS OF DX DY
i: AW DELIS THE LPWARD CONTINUAT1ON DISTANCE) APE UNIMPORTANT OUT lUST SE

9; C CONSISTENT. POSITIVE 2 IS IJPWARDS. SEE GRANT AND WEST (1905), F. 222 FOP
10; C A DESCRIPTION OF THE FIRST DERIVATIVE FILTER. THIS PROGRAM IS SET FOR 04
11; C 04 GRID. CHANGE PARAMETER STATEMENT FOR OTHER SIZE GRIDS.
12;C FORTRAN .5

C SUBROUTINES REQUIRED: CIN, COUT
:14; C WHfI 5/1981.
15 C
14; C
.17; PARAMETER LX64, LY04, LX0512
14; DIMENSION CDFsTFi<2, LX>
19.; DATA Pt/S. 14159255/j COrN/. 01745329/

P12=2. .+PI
21; SUMI=0.
22; SUMRO.

CALL CINI, LXS IOHTRFINS DATA)
24; CALL COIJT3.. LXS. LV, 7HOUTFILE
25; TYPE

ACCEPT 'GIVE SAMPLE iNTERVAL IN X, V DIRECTIONS DX CV>; ". QX DY
27; TYPE

TYPE "GIVE DISTANCE ABOVE OBSERVATION LEVEL YOU"
29; ACCEPT 'WISH DERIVATIVE POSITIVE IMPLIES UPWARD): DELTS

DELTX=PI'LX*DX
DELTKV=P12/(LY*DY
NNX=L>:/2 + j
r4NY=LV/2 +1

3 i'++'5TApT LOOPS TO APPLY FILTER INDEXING FOUR Q,IJADRANTS DIFFERENTLY

CO 20 1Y1, LV
IF; IY-NNY) 42, 42. 40

.9; 40 F(Y=; IY-LY-j;*cELfl<Y
GO TO 42

4j; 42FKY'IY-I+'DELTFCY
42, C
42; C.4'++RFAD A COMPLEX PROFILE
44 C
43. 43 CALL READR(1, IV, CDATA(L 1). i, IER::
45; CALL CHECK( IER)
47; TYPE " BEGIN PROFILE "1 IV

49; C4+'*LOOP ON
30; C
51, 00 20 12=1, LX
52, IF< IX. EQ. 1. AND. IV. EQ. 1) GO TO 75

IFIX-NNX> 32,52,50
34; 50 FKX=< IX-LX-'I*DELTKX
57; GO TO 53
74; 52 FKX=( IX-1)*DELTKX

C+*GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO NYQUIST ROW AND COLUMN
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DERIV 5/ 8/91151:24=22 RAQE 2
59;C
551; s: IF(.IY. EQ. r1NT'. I<. T. s<> FKY=.::I-LY-1)*DELTKY
St.; IFIX. EQ. NNX. ANQ. IY. 3T. NNY) FKX=(IX-Ly-1)*cELTVX
52; C

; 4**3ONPUTE COMPLEX FILTER PARMETEPS
64. C
5.5; FKXFKXFKX*FXX
55; FKYF5YFKY*FKY
57;

FkFKFKXFKX+FKYFKV
59 FK=EQRT(FKFK)
70; C

/1; C:4.**APPLY DERIVATIVE FILTER
72; C

LIPEXP(-DELT*FK)
CCATA1 IX)CDBTR(L IX)*Jp*F<
CDATA(2 IX)=CDATP<2. IX)*lJPFK

76; IF(IX. EQ. 1, OR. IX EQ. NNX) GO TO 75
77; 00 TO 51

79,; 75 tF' IV. EQ 1. OR. IV. EQ. NNY) CDATA(2 IX)0.
79; 5151 SUMR'SUMR+CC'RTR(i IX)**2
50; SUI'IISUMI+CDATR(Z, IX)**2

251 CONTINUE

513; C:*NRITE FILTERED COMPLEX PROFILE
74; C

CALL WRITP(3. IV, CDATR(1, 1), 1.. IER)
95; CALL CHECK(IER>
517, C

5151.; C'**READ FOR NEXT PROFILE
59. 0
911; 20 CONTINUE

-2; I7'*CQMF'IJTE FRACTION OF ENERGIES IMAG.'REAL

94; FRACT.SQRTISUMI..'SIJTlR)
95; SPITE 10, 107) FRACT

FOFSIAT( FREiCT= . F6, 3)

CALL RESET
95; STOP
95. END
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POISSON 61 6/81 i.,5:58 PAGE
1; C***pRrJGRAM POISSON

C PROGRAM POISSON IMPLEMFNTS THE POISSON MOVING WINDOW TECHNIOUE (CHANDLER
C ET AL. 1981> TO GRIDDED MAGNETIC AND FIRST VERTICAL DERIVATIVE

4;C GRAVITY DATA. THE WINDOW SIZE IS SET AT I 93 GRID SPACE UNITS AND IS HOED
C ONE GRID UNIT AT A TIME THROUGH THE DATA SET. A DELTA J,."DELTA RHO R.ATtO

5; C A CORRELATION PARAMETER, AND AN INTERCEPT PARAMETER ARE ASSIGNED TO THE GRID
7; C POINT AT THE CENTER OF THE WINDOW AT EACH WINDOW LOCATION, THUS FORMING I

PARAMETER GRIDS. THE PROGRAM IS SET FOR 64 9 64 GRAVITY AND NAG GRIDS.9;: THE OUTPUT PARAMETER GRIDS ARE 62 9 62. SIMPLY
i: CHANGE THE PARAMETER STATEMENT FOR OTHER SIZE GRIDS.

IL C FORTRAN S
12; C SIJ8ROUTINES REOUIRED LINFIT CIP4, COLIT
:12; C WHII .5/1981.
14; C
13; C
15; PARAMETER NX64, NY4.. NXM262 NYM252

DIMENSION AMAG(NK. 3>.. GRAV(N%, 3), SLOPE(NSM2).. COPR(NXM2>, XNTRN9M2
13; DIMENSION %(9> Y(9>
19; C
20; C+*4'SET 10, CONSTANTS
21; C

IOMAG=1
IOGRAV=2

24; IOSZ
25; I084
25. IOC=5
27; IOW=10

IOR=11

:0; IEYTE=4*NXM2
TI... IYNY-2

NPECI
NN.ci
iPOw=i
GAMMA=6. G7E-5

75; HROWI
SMIUI. OE+18
Sr-Ws9=SMTP47; RMINSMIN

40.; 8MA9$NAX
41.; CMINSMIN
42; CtIAXSMA%
43; C
44; C4.**OPEN FILES, OUTPUT FILES CONTIGUOUS
4S; C
45; CALL CIN(IOMAG,N%4,6HMAG GRID>
47; CALL CIN(IOGRAV, Nx4, 18H GRAY GRID>

CAt L COUT( 105, IBYTE, NYM2, I8NSLOPE GRID>
49; CALL COUT(IOB. LAYTE, N'r'M2, I4HINTERCEPT 0R10'
58; CALL COUT( IOC. IBYTE NYM2, 9HCORR GRID>
51; C
52; C***READ IN 1"ST THREE ROWS OF GRIDDED GRAY, MAG FILES

54; CALL READR(IOMAG, IROW,AIIAG(1,j),3, ISP.>
CALL CHECK( ZER>

35; CALL REAFRIOGRAV, IRON, GRAV(j '1), 3. tSR)
.57; CALL CHECK(IER)

IRIJL'3
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POISSON / 3/81 18:35:58 PAGE 2

68; C***LOOK AT j ST THREE COLUMNS
61; C
62; 28 INUtII
63; ICOLIJM=4
54;
55, ICOIJNT=i
56; DO 3' 11.3
57 cO 25 J=1 3
68; <ICOUNT)GRPV(j, 3)
59,; Y(ICOUNT)AMAG(I, 3)
78. I COUNT= I COUNT+1
71, 25 IONTINUE
72.; 38 CONTINUE

74; C+**CALCIJLATE SLOPE INTERCEPT CORRELATION PARAMETERS FOR THE 3)3 HINDOW

76; 48 C9LL LINFITOCY,9,S,8,C)
27; SLOPE <I HUM) =OAMMA*5

:7NTR< IMJM>=E
79.; CORR( INUM)0

IF<5. LT. SHIN) SMINSLOPE(INUM)
IF (5, OT. SMR>) SMAXSLOPE ( IMUM)
IF'8LT.BMIN) BMINB
IF(B. OT. BMAX) 8MA8
IF;C. LT. CHIN) CMINC
IF.:C. OT. CHAX) CMAX=C
IF(ICOLUM. OT. N)() GO TO 50

55; C**D ISCARD ICOUJM-3'TH COLUMN, ADD ICOLUMTH COLUMN

*1; r.o 35 I1 3
91, INN+t
92; <( IN)=GRAY< ICOLIJM, I)
97, Y< IN)ArlAG( ICIJLUM. I)
94 35 CONTINUE

76; C***INrREMENT THE COUNTERS

94; INIJII=INUM+1
99;

IF(N. GE. 9) N'
19:1.; I COLUM I COLUM+1
182; C
197; C+**CFILCULATE SLUPE INTERCEPt AND CORRELATION PAPMETERS
194; C

GO TO 4'
1196; C
3197, C**.WRITE THE MROWTH RECORD
1919; (7
185, 58 CALL WRITR(IO5 NROW SLOPE(1), NREC, IER)
1:151; CALL CHECK(IER)
.191; CALL L'JRITR(IO8,NROW,xNTR(i),NREC IER)
:1:12; CALL CHECK(IER)
1t3 CALL LJRITR(IOCNROW.CORR(j),NREC IER)
114; CALL CHECK( IER)
115; I TGGOHYP4R.QW
11.6, TYPE PROFILE NROW, COMPLETE IT000, PROFILES TO GO'
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POISSON 6/ .9,31 1U3S:58 PAGE 3
117; NRrJW=NR0W+1.
118; C
119. C**sAOC IROW TH +1 ROW, OPOP IROW TN 3
124; C
121; IROW'IROW+1
132; IF( IROW OT. NY) 00 TO 80
i.22 NN=rlN+1
1.24 IF(NN GE. 4) NN1
125; CALL RFAOR(IOMAG IR.Okl. AMAG(1, NN), NREC IER)

CALL CHECK(IEP)
t27; CALL REAOR(IOGPAV IPOW, GRAV(L UN), UEC IER)
129. CALL CHECK(IER)
t25 00 70 20
1:490 TYPE
131; TYPE 'MINIMUtI SLOPE VALUE = ','SMIN
17$; TYPE MAXItIIJII SLOPE VALUE SMAX

TYPE
174; TYPE MINIMUM INTERCEPT VALUE ',BMIN
175; TYPE MAXIMUM INTERCEPT VALIJE ',BMAX

TYPE
1::)'; TYPE MINIMUM CORRELATION VALUE = CNIN
13$; TYPE MAXIMUti CORRELATION VALUE = CMAX
179, CALL PF.SET
144; STOP EN!) OF EXECUTION
141; END
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Three-dimensional Modelli: MPR1SM and GPRISM

Subprograms NPRISM and GPRISM compute magnetic and gravity

anomalies, respectively, due to a rectangular, vertical-sided,

prIsmatic body with uniform magnetization and density. YIPRISM and

GPRISM allows three-dimensional modelling of the upper crust.

Parameters of the prisms representing upper crustal features may be

changed so that theoretical anomalies generated by NPRIS1'1 and GPRISM

match the observed gravity and magnetic anomalies.

NPRISN

Subroutine NPRISN computes the x, y, and z components of the

magnetic anomaly field in gammas due to a uniformly magnetized

prismatic body as measured by an observer at the origin (see Ehatta-

charyya, 1980). The parameters passed from the main program are

AA - distance of lower boundary of prism from origin in x-
direction (North)

AB - distance of upper boundary of prism from origin in x-
direction (North)

BA - distance of lower boundary of prism from origin in y-
direction (East)

BB - distance of upper boundary of prism from origin in y-
direction (East)

HT - depth of burial of prism (z positive down)

HB - depth to prism bottom

JX, JY, JZ - components of magnetization vector (in cgs units)

The units of prisn boundaries are unimportant but must be consistent.

Prism boundaries may cross any axis or combination of axes. The
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inclination of the magnetization vector is positive downwards. The

declination is positive clockwise from north. In magnetic modelling,

the magnetic field of the prism body adds vectorially to the present

geomagnetic field.

GPRISM

Function GPRISM computes the vertical component of gravity

(divided by density and the universal gravitational constant) due

to a prismatic body with constant density as measured by an observer

at the origin (Nagy, 1966). The parameters passed from the main

program are

Xl - distance of lower boundary of prism from origin in x-

direction (North)

X2 - distance of upper boundary of prism from origin in x-

direction (North)

Yl - distance of lower boundary of prism from origin in y-

direction (East)

Y2 - distance of upper boundary of prism from origin in y-

direction (East)

Zi - depth of burial of prism (z positive down)

Z2 - depth to prism bottom

The units of the prism boundaries are important and must be consis-

tent. Prism boundaries may not cross the x or y axes.
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MPRISM / B/8L 10 53:1 PAGE 1
SUEROIJTINF MPPISM(AA. AR. BA. 88. MT. HO. .JX, JY. JL TX. TZ)
COMPILER DOUBLE PRECISION

U8ROUTINF MPRISM COMPuTES THE ' rOMPONFNTS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD IN
4 I jAMMAS TA T , TZ DUE TO A RECTANGULAR /ERT I CALS cEO UN IFORML MRrNET I ED

5; '2 PRISMATIC BODY AS MEASURED BY AN OBSERVER AT THE ORIGIN <SEE BHATTAI2HARYYA.

C 19$) THE PARAMETERS PASSED FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM <ALSO COMPILER DOUBLE
7,0 PRECISION) ARE:

AR - DISTANCE OF LOWER BOUNDARY OF PRISM FROM ORIGIN IN <DIRECTION <NORTH)
90 AR - DISTANCE OF UPPER BOUNDARY OF PRISM FROM ORIGIN IN <OIRECTION

BA - DISTANCE OF LOWER BOUNDARY OF PRISM FROM ORIGIN IN VDIRECTION CEAST)
11.0 EB - DISTANCE OF UPPER BOUNDARY CF PRISM FROM ORIGIN IN VDIRECTION
12;C MT - DEPTH OF BURIAL OF PRISM

MB - DEPTH TO PRISM BOTTOM
14. C JX. .J', .JZ - COMPONENTS OF MAGNETIPTION VECTOR
15;C UNITS OF PRISM BOUNDARIES UNIMPORTANT BUT MUST BE CONSISTENT.
1. C PRISM BOUNDARIES lAY CROSS ANy AXIS OR COMBINATION OF AXES.
17;C INCLINATION IS POSiTIVE DOWNWARDS. DECLINATION IS POSITIVE CLOCKWISE FROM
13;C NORTH IN MAGNETIC MODELLING, THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE PRISM BODY ADDS
1.9; '2 VECTOPAI LV TO THE GEOMRNETtC FIELD.
2O;C FORTRAN 5.
21; C WHM 5/1.981.
22; REAL JX. JY, JZ

21; C4**CALCULATE CONSTANTS
24;
25; B8288*8B

H8H8*HB
27; AA2AR*AA
28; 8A8R*8A
29; MT24T*HT

AABBAA*BB

PABBOSQPT(AB2+882+M82)
25; FBBTOSQRT <AB2+BB2+HT2)

RBABDSQRT (AR2+0A2+HPZ)
ROFuTDSQRT ( AB29A2+HT)
PABBOSQRT( AAZ+802+H82)

29; PABTOSQPT < AA2+BB.+.HT2)
48; PAARDSQRT< AAZ+8R2+H82)
41.; RPATGSQRT( AAZ+6A2+HT2)
42; C.**CALCULRTE TERMS 1-3 IN TX.
41; C***TERN I
44, AABBB/ ( AR2+HB*R888+HA2)

BABBB/ A82+HT*RB$T+HT2)
4. A-(A-8)/(1. 8+A*8)
47; 8IIBBA/ < AP2+HT*R8Ar4+412)
48; CABBR/ R82+HA*RBRB+MA2)
49; C.BC).'(1. 89B*C)
.58; CA+C)/(1. 8A*C)

AAABB/ ( RA2+MB*RABB+H02>
52; BAA8B/ (AA2+HT*RRBT+HTZ)
.51; B(9A)/(i. 0+A*8)
54; C'B+C)/<1. 8B*C)
55; AAABA/ ( AA2+HB*RARR+M82)
.58; 9AF48A/ (AA2MT*RAAT+HT2)
57 B<AB)/<i.. 8+A*O)
5.3; CB+C/i. 8-9*C)
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MFRIM 0/ 0/81 10:5831 FROE 2
59; T)iC'ATRN(C)
60; C **TERt4 2

FlRBEB+N8)/(RBBT+HT)
62; 8=R8tRT+HT)/(RBiB+HB)
6.3.. B=F8
64; IPI98T+HT)/cRA8+HR)
05;
60; Fi=RFAEs+HB)/(RRRT+HT)
07;
00. IF.B. LE. '3.0) 00 TO 5
09.; T:<2=OLO3(B)
70; 00 TO 7
71; 5

T:3=c.LoG(B)
73. C-++*TEF?M .3

74; 7
75.. B=AT-8A)*(PA+BR))/<(RBF1T+F4)4(
70.;

(BTBB)*RF8S4BB) /( (R8T+BB)*(Rti8-88)
70';
79

IF.B. LE. 3. '3) 00 TO -10

GO TO -15
'3

95;c***CALCIJLFITE TERMO 1-3 IN TY
80;C***TERM I IDENTICI TO TERM 2 IN T CRLCULTION
07; C***TERM 2
00; 15
:39; REE8Y B2+2+HT2+HT.RBBTRB2)
30 C=RB/(-1. '3+A+B)
31; 8R/82+8R2+HT2+HT*R8RT-82)
92; BBH/RB2+BP2+HB2+HP8AB-82)
9:;. B=<-5' :/ri. '3+A*B)
94; C;+)/ci. 0E'*C)
95; A=AB/(0$2#8B2+HT2+HT*RA8TR2)
90; EH88/'+2+H2+N8*RRBAF2)
37; E=(AB)/(-1. 0+R*B)

C+C)/(i CjB*C)
99; 9=BA/(RA2#8A2+H82+HR'RAABAR2)ba; E;=FiA8P/( AA2+8A2HT2+HTFATIR2)

101; 0= AB) /(1. '3+A*)
102; C'.B+C)/':1. 0-8*0)
103 TY2FTAN(C)
104; C4**TERM .3
105; A((R8BBA)*(RBBT+A8))/((RB+B)*(RBTAB))
100; E:=<(R8ATAB)*<RBRB+B))/((RBAT+AB)*(REF8AB))
107;

A(RRETFiA)*(PRBB+AA) /<rRABT+sRA)*(RI88A)
109; B=A*B
110;Iii;
112; IF(B. LE. 0.0) GO TO 20ill; TY3=DLOG(B)
114; 80 TO 25
115; 20 TY3'3. '3
110; C***CALCULATE T3 TERMS 1-3
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MFR1St1 '/ 9/81. 19:58:31. PAGE 3
lii'; C-i**TERM 1 ICENTICAL TO TERM 3 IN TX CALCULATION
118; C***TERM 2 IDENTIcAL TO TERM 3 IN TY CALCULATION
11.9; C***TERII 3
12925 AAB88/(HP*RP88)
121; EA8BB/(HT*RRBT>
122;
-123; AAB8A/(HT*RBAT)
-124; 8ABBA/(H8*RAAA)
-125;

C=(E+C).'1. e-8*C)
127; AAABB/HTRABT)
129;
129; B(A-8;/(1. 9+A*8)
139; C(B+C)/(1. 9-8*C)
131; AAA8A/<HR*RAAB)
132; BAABA/(HT*RAAT)
13;; 8R-8)/(-1, O+A*B)
12:4; C(B+C)/?i. g-B*C)
15 T3=OATAN(C)
136; ':: *RETUPN TX TY T
-17 TX=-L. 9O+5*(-.JX*IXI-jy*TX2+. 5*.JZ*TX3)

TY-i. 9D+5*(-JX*'TX2-jY*TY2+. 5*JZvTY3)
139; T3-j. UD+5*(. 5*JX*TX3+. 5*JY*TV+.JZ*123)
1.49; RETURN
141; END
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6.' 9/01. 10:5940 PAGE 1
FUNCTION GPRISM(<L X2 Yl Y2 2l 22)
COMPILER cOIJ8LE PRECISION

C FUNCTION GPRISM COMPUTES THE VERTICAL COMPONENT OF GRAVITY (DIVIDED BY
4; C DENSITY AND THE IJNI./ERSRL GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT) DUE TO A RECTANGULAR.
5; C VEPTICAL-SIDED PRISMATIC BODY AS MEASURED BY AN OBSERVER AT THE ORIGIN
5; C (SEE NAGY, 1955). THE PARAMETERS PASSED FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM (ALSO
7;CCOMPILER DOUBLE PRECISION) ARE:

C Xl. - DISTANCE OF LOWER BOUNDARY OF PRISM FROM ORIGIN IN 7-DIRECTION
9;C 72 - DISTANCE OF UPPER BOUNDARY OF PRISM FROM ORIGIN IN 7-DIRECTION

Yl - DISTANCE OF LOWER BOUNDARY OF PRISM FROM ORIGIN IN V-DIRECTION
21; C Y2 - DISTANCE OF UPPER BOUNDARY OF PRISM FROM ORIGIN IN V-DIRECTION
12;C 21 - DEPTH OF BURIAL OF PRISM

22 - DEPTH TO PRISM BOTTOM
14. C UNITS OF PRISM BOUNDARIES ARE IMPORTANT AND MUST BE CONSISTENT. PRISM
15; C E:OUNDARIES MAY NOT CROSS THE X AND/OR Y AXES(AXIS). 3 IS POSITIVE DOWN
16.. 2 FORThAN S
17; C CiEMPERLE AND MCLAIN 5/79.

19; C
2;); SEI0.
21; DDk3.
22;
32; CC-'3.

24. 715=71*71
2.5;

26, Y1S=Y1*Y1
27; Y23Y2*Y2

219=2'14'21
225=22*22
ADSPRT; 725+Y2S+215)
9C;SORT(71S+Y25+215)

22.; c=DSI:RTX2S+YIS+215)
DDSDP,T( %IS+'vtS+ZIS)

24.; ECSQR.T'2S+Y25+32S)
:5. F=D9GRT'1S+Y2S'-Z2S)
25 Ci=DSDRT(723+YIS+22S
:7; 4=CSQPTX'1S+Y'IS+325)

Q1;.Y14C')*(Y2+F)
:9

IF<Q1. ED. 0. OR 02.EQ.a ) GO TOG
41; EBx1*DLOG.: 01/02)
42;5 D3=%1+D)*(:2+G)

44. IF(03. EQ. 0. OR. 04. EQ. a ) GO TO 7
43; DDYI*DLOG(Q3/Q4)
46.7 QS=Y2+A)*CY1+G)
47; Q6(','1+C)*(Y2+E)
46; IF(05. EQ. 0. OR. 06. EQ. 0. ) GO TO 8
49; AA=x2*DLOG(Q5/Q)
5;); 9

51; Q8=,7j+B)*72+E)
32.; IF(07. EQ. 0. OR. 08. EQ. '3 ) GO TO 9
52.; CCY2*DLDG(07/Q8)
34;9 IF(Z1. NE. 0.) GO TO 10
55; EEO
56; GO TO 20
57. 10 iFX1. NE. 0. )GO TO 30



Ga.
41,

64.

69
70;
71,

;.4.

41,

84

"5

90,
91..

94,

v=0.
GO TO 40

20 S=Z1*X-1
Y= ZiS+''2S+Y2*8)/S

40 IF(X2. NE. 0. )GQ TO 0
<=0.

00 18 40
0

J= (Zi+Y13+Y1*C)/R
GO RX+/(i. -><*Y)

S=(U+V)/(i. -U'+'V)
T=(R4-S>/(1. -R*S)
EE=Z1*C)ATRN(T)

2 XF2. NE. a )GO TO 110
FF=O.
30 TO 120

110 TF<X1. NF. a >oo TO 130

v=0.
30 TO 140

130 5=Z2*Xi
32S+"25+Y2*F ) /S
Z2S+1S+Y1*H)/

140 rF<X2. NE. 0. )GO TO 10

GO TO 140
L0 R=Z249<2

<Z2S+Y2S+Y2$E)/R
U=-<Z2S+'?1S+Y1*G.-R

160 R=<+Y'/C1. -::*Y
5=(IJ+'//(j. -4J'+v')
T=R+).-1. -*.)
FF32*cATAN(T)

120 PR I 5M=AR+BB+CC+OO+EE+FF
RETURN
EP4C
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